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I. INTRODUCTION 

From the records of later periods we are able to infer th,at the 
Chinese people and the nomadic races have kept up struggles against 
each other from time immemorial around the southern end of the 
Mongolian desert. There are unquestionably many· factors that con
tributed to the ·•establishment by the ·forefathers of the Chou dynasty of 
the brilliant regime, with· the north-western regions along the Huang
ho River as their foothold, but the old leger1ds of the country show that 
they were greatly helped in this undertaking; by the pressure of the 
barbarians upon themselves. Judging from· the fact that Princes Ruan 
of Chi ~ ;j:]: 0 and Wen of Chin W ·X 0 could make use of the attack 
of the barbarians to unify the princes of China for their common cause 
and then could assmnie the commar.iding position among the princes, it is 
indisputable that the threat of the barbarians to attack the ·country 
proved the chief factor in unifying the Chinese races. History tells us 
that while during the reign of the founder of the Yin dynasty there 
were as many as some three tho1:1sand princes, in the beginning of the 
Chou regime the number was reduced to eighteen hundred, and in the 
reign of P'ing Wang Zp- :E of the middle period of the same dynasty, 
it came down to several hundred. Later on in tlie Period of Oh'un
ch'iu the country was found divided into soine . twenty states; but in 
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the Period of the Contending States, the twenty states became seven. 

It is an indication of the gradual development of the social order and. 

the national unity that the number of the states was thus gradually 

reduced as time went on. It was of course d1.1e on one hand to the 

unification or annexation of the states undertaken by the successful 

princes, but on the other it was also probably due to the threat of 

invasion by the daring barbarians from the rear of the Chinese. 

The inference is proved by the: fact that _the three states of Yen ~, 

Chao ~, and Ch'in *, whose territories were all adjacent to that 

of the northern barbarians, _ built great walls around the northern 

frontier of their countries as a bulwark against the attack of the latter, 

and also as soon as Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in !'~Hs ~ 'rff subjugated the 

Six Kingdoms and brought the whole country under his rule, he spent 

a vast amount of labour and 'ivealth and built the Great Walls for the 

same purpose, thinking it the most urgent thing to be done for the 

safety of the empire to defend the northern frontiers against the inva

sion of the barbarians. Thus it can be seen how great were the· influ

ences exercised by the barbarians upon the Chinese in ancient times. 

The trouble with the study of the earliest history of the barharians 

is that they had no letters at all to record their history; very different 

from the Chinese people, who had invented their letters in their very 

early period and had handed down the account of their society and 

state. To give a thumbnail sketch of the conditions of the barbarians 

at the time when Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in succeeded in unifying the 

whole China under his sway, they were divided into three important 

groups all located to the north of the Great Walls. One was the 

Tung-hu *ii"] or the Eastern Barbarians who were_ found to the east of 

the Hsing-an Mountains: a second group was the Yiieh-shih f-J ~, who 

occupied the western part of Kan-su Province called the Ho-hsi fPJ g§ 

region lying to the west of the Huang-ho River : and. the third. was the 

Hsiung-nu $J PX, who were found to the east and west of the Yin-shan 

Mountains occupying a position between the first two tribes. · Each of 

these groups was found in a topographically separate, distinct, and, so 

to speak, independent locality, and was composed of the same race, 
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though this apparently had not always been the case. The fragmentary 

records found in Chinese literature tend to show that in an earlier 

period these tribes had not been so unified but ha.cl been divided into 

numerous groups. We are inclined to believe that with the growth of 
the power and influence of the princes in China proper, the barbarian 

tribes themselves felt the need of unifying their power so as to be able 

to compete with the Chinese, and, being confronted with a unified 

China under Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in, the numerous barbarian tribes 

drew together to form the three great groups. The building of the 
Great Walls by Shih-huang-ti, however, proved a source of consterna

tion to the three barbarian states which owed their national existence 
to their invading and plundering of China proper, because from this 
date they met with setbacks (because of the ·vr alls) in their attempts 
to invade the coveted region. The barbarians thought that if they 

persisted in struggles among themselves instead of unitip.g their 
strength, it would lead to their self-destruction, and that in order to 

continue thEir national existence they would have to be unified to pre
sent against China a united fro;nt strong enough to overwhelm her 
growing power. Taking advantage of the situation and the demand of 

· the tribal peoples for unification, Mao-tun Shan-yu ~ ~ • r of the 
Hsiang-nu came upon the scene. 

As long as Emperor Shih-huang-ti of the Ch'in Dynasty was alive 

and such a great general as Meng T'ien ~ '!tS was in command of the 
troops of the frontier def_ence, the barbarians were held back in the 

desert plain to the north of the Great Walls, and prevented from setting 
foot in the regions _around the Huang-ho River. With the death of 

Shih-huang-ti, however, the Ch'in Dynasty rapidly declined in power, 

:and China was thrown into complete turmoil, the princes of Han ~ 
and Ch'u ~ struggling against each other for supremacy. · Mao-tun 

Shan-yfi of the Hsiung-nu took advantage of the opportunity and sub

jugated the Tung-hu or the Eastern Barbarians, defeated the Yi.leh-shih 

and Wu-sun ,f.!; f;'f- in the ,Vest, and brought under his sway the whole 

country of the Mongolian plateau, extending as far as the Liao-tung 
region in the east and the T'ien-shan and Pamir Mountains in the 
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west. When Emperor Kao-tsu ~ ff[[ of the Han Dynasty defeated the 

Ch'u Prince and attained the unification of the country, it was just at 

the time when Mao-tun Shan-yu was ready to march all his force of 

western and northern barbarians southward to invade China. Emperor 

Kao.:tsu, who had been · elated by ~uccess over his powerful opponent, 

marched his force northward to meet the Hsiung-nu 'army and tried to 

crush it at a single blow but the contrary happened and he was sur

rounded by the enemy at P'ing-cheng f' #k, northern Shan-hsi, and 

suffered a signal defeat. Then in asking for peace at the hand of the 

victorious Hsiung-riu, the Chinese Emperor had to give his. princes~ to 

the Hsiung-nu Emperor in marriage, to· pay the. annual tributes of 

provisions and silk fabrics to the Hsiung-nu Household, and to become 

sworn brother of the barbarian Emperor. The humiliation of the Han 

Emperor apparently added greatly to the self-conceit of the Hsiung-nu 

Emperor, thenceforward calling himself 'the Great Hsiung-nu Emperor 

installed by Heaven' in the letters addres~ed to Emperor Wen-ti 3t 1ir 
' ' 

of Han. · His son Lao-shang Shari-yu ~ J:: ]fJ. :f assumed an even more 

haughty attitude, and would call himself 'the . Great Hsiung-nu Em

peror installed by Heaven and Earth and born of the Sun and Moon' 

in the letters addressed to the same Han Emperor. The Hsiung-nu 

Emperors no longer took much account of the Han rulers and the 

Chin:_ese; while the Chinese people, who used to caU their country 'the 

Middle Empire' and regarded themselves as the only people of im

portance, were now obliged to recognise an equally important Hsiung

nu race. The Han Emperors who used to regard themselves as the 

supreme rulers on earth had now to take into account a Hsiling-nu 

Emperor comparable to themselves. 

Witl1 the invasior1 and plundering of the Chinese provinces fixed 

upon as the invariable national policy of the Hsiung-nu, Mao-tun Shan

yu. posted all his forces and people according to strategical plans based 

upori this policy .. Alluding to this fact, the ShUi-chi1
> says: " He in-: 

stalled the Left and Right Hsien-wang It 3:, the Left and Right Ku-li

wang ~ ~ 3::, the Left and Right Ta-chiang * ~, the Left and Right Ta-

Shih-chi, Chap, 110, Hsiung-nu·chuan. 
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tu-w~i * iU.f, the Left and Right Ta-tang-lrn * ~ P, and the Left and 
Right Ku-tu-hou 'It i~ 1~. The crown prince was appointed the Left T'u

ch'i-wang ti.. ~if£, t\i-ch',i in the Hsiung-nu language meaning hsien 
.'ft i.e. wise ...... All the left-hand princes and generals were posted on 

the eastern side, being given charge of the northrn regions lying in the 

north-eastern direction from Shang-ku J: :§- of China, which were ad

jacent to the territories of the Wei-ho~~ and Chao-hsien !?J:l !~.; while all 

the right-hand princes and generals were posted on the western side, being 

given charge of the regions lying in the north-western direction from 

Shang-chlin J: itB of China, which were adjacent to the territories of 

the Yiieh-shih f-:1 ~, Ti~ and Ch'iang 5't; and the Shan-yii himself took 
charge of the region lying north of Tai ft and Yun-chung * 9l." The 
passage well illustrates the Hsiung-nu institutions and the manner ~n 
which the troops and the populace were arranged. Shang-ku as it ":as 
located in the Han Period, correspor1ds to the region lying south of the 

present Huai-lai Rsien, Ho-pei Province M ::ft~ •It* ff. : Shang-chi.i.n was 

located fifty li south-west of Sui-te Hsien, Shen-hsi Province~ 1ffl ~ ~ 11 ~: 
Tai was situated north-east of Wei Hsien, Ho-pei Province M ::ft~ xrJ ~, 
and Yun-chung, west of Kuei-hua-cheng .&w {~ ~- So it may roughly 
be said that with the Shan-yii established at his headquarters in the 

middle section of his Empire, and the generals posted on his left and 

right sides, the force of the H~iung-nu was arranged along the eastern 

and western ends of the Yin-shan Mountains, in the shape, so to 

speak, of an eagle spreading both its wings ready to strike at a quarry. 
The crown prince (the Left Hsien-wang) was installed on the left side 

(facing South), because any position on the left side was regarded by 

the Hsiung-nu as superior to that on the right; but, from the strategical 

standpoint, it must be said that the territory of the Right Hsien-wang 

occupied a more important position. For his territory was not only 
adjacent to the wide Western Region, but being called the Ho-hsi M g!j 

from ancient times, formed the only highway between China and the 

Western Region, with an importance so great as to involve even the 
destiny of the Hsiung-nu Empire. It was. due to this strategical reason 
that Mao-tun Shan-yli attacked the Yueh-shih and Wu-sun, and his 
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son Lao-shang Shan-yu defeated and routed the tribes further to the 

west. Having thus captured the Ho-hsi region on one hand and sub

jugated the Ch'e-shih Jtf g-ffJ south of the T'ien-shan Mountains on the 

other, the Hsiung-nu could now for the first time in their history have 

the walled cities in the Tarim basin completely under their rule. After 

the building of the Great Walls by the Chinese, the Hsiung-nu .had 

been deprived of the chance of easily invading the Huang-ho region 

and plundering 'the Chinese people, but the coming of the wealthy 

settled tribes in and around the walled cities under their control cer

tainly· added much to the stability of the Empire. · 

Since those walled cities in the ,V estern Region were a treasury of 

the Hsiung-nu, whose loss would {m~ediately affect the destir1y of the 

nation, there could be no better way for the Chinese to further the 

overthrow of the Hsiung-nu Empire than to cut o:ffits right 'a.rrn ', that 

is, the settled tribes in and around the walled cities in the west. In the 

face of this · situation the condition in Han was such that after the 

death of ·Emperor Kao-tsu some princes of the country be.came re

fractory and unruly, and it was impossible for a Han Emperor to 

organise an expedition against the barbarians until the reign of Em

peror W u-ti :fEt 1i:f when the princes and lords of the country again be

came controllable. Emperor ,Vu-ti, himself a· man of valour, taking 

advantage ·of the wealth amassed during the two pr~ceeding regimes, 

and the yearning of his generals and soldiers for some military adven

tures, decided to set out on an _expedition against the barbarians and 

to cnish the long-standing foe all at once, thereby vindicating the 

honour of the family. It being impossible to surround and attack the 

barbarians on all sides because of geographical reasons, the strategy 

adopted was to attack the Hsiung-nu on three sides, that is, east, west, 

and south, and drive them northward to the barren cold country to 

starve. As to the execution of the plan, while it might not be a very 

difficult matter to subjugate the Wei-ho and the· Ohao-hsien, thereby 

cutting the 'left arm' off the Hsiung-nu Empire, it did not appear 

very easy to cut off the 'right arni,' because of the distance and the 

,vide extension of the area. Emperor "\Vu-ti, therefore, wished to entice 
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the Yueh-shih back to their homeland of the Ho-hsi, whence they had 
been driven westward by_ the Hsiung-nu, and by co-operatir1g with 
them, to cut off the communicatior1s of the Hsim1g-nu with the Western 
Region. -However, the mission sent by the Han Emperor immediately 
upon his inauguration _to the Yii.eh-shih for this purpose was a failure, 
excepf that it brought back knowledge of the West beyond the Pamir. 
The Emperor, thereupon, planned to form a defence and attack alliance 
with the ,Vu-sun against the Hsiung-nu in a similar manner, enticing 
thein back to their former home country of the Ho-hsi, from which 
they had been driven to the T'ien-shan Mountains -region; and in case 
of its failure, the Emperor's second plan was to set up Prefectures 
(Chiln IB) and Districts (Hsieh JflJf.) "in the Ho-hsi, and, making them 
stepping stories to the ,Vest, attack the Hsiang-nu in concert with the 
\Vu-sun in the west. Emperor '\.Vu-ti was thus determined to recap
ture the Ho-hsi by all means from the hands of the Hsiung-nu. The 
Hsiung-nu lords who held the Ho-hsi region were Hsiu-t'u Wang ~ ~ .:E, 
who is· noted for his Heaven-worship by making use of the metal 
statues, and Hun-ya Wang 1-f-:!f~ .:E, who later murdered the former and 
surrendered to the Han army. 

II. ON THE TERRITORY OF HSIU-T'U WANG:· 

To capture the Ho-hsi region, it was necessary for the Han Em
peror first to strike at the headquarters of the Right Hsien-wang so 
as to cut off his reinforc~ment to the Hsiung-nu of the Ho-hsi, which 
was under his rule in the Hsiung-nu administrative system. vVe read 
in the Han-shu :1

> "The following Year (127 B.C.) General Wei Ch'ing 
f,j W started west from Yun-chung ~ i:l=t, and proceeding as far as 
Lung-hsi iii iffl,· defeated the Hsiung-nu princes Lou-fan tit t"&t and Pai
yang S $ in the Ho-nan, and captured several thousand Hsiung-nu 
and more than a million sheep. 'Ehereupon Han finally took possession 
of the Ho-nan region and built fortresses in So-fang 9:i§ --J5, and repaired 
the old ones built by General Meng T'ien of Ch'in, depending on the 

1) Han-shu, Chap. 94a, Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
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Huang-ho River as the litie of defence." This passage means that General 
Wei Ch'ing entered the Ho-nan M.r-f-j region, that is, the present Ordos, 

from ·a. point south of the pres'ent Kuei-hua Cheng .ti 1r. =9k, defeating 

Princes _Lou-fan and Pai-yang, and seizing their territories : repaired 
the old fortresses built by. Ch'in along the River following the northern 
boundary of the district, and restored to its -former more northerly 

position the Great Wall which -had been -withdrawn to the line of -the 

southern -boundary of the dis~rict du:ring the.Han regime: and thus 
the vailguard of Prince Right_ Hsien-wang. :was overthrown. Prince 

Right' Hsien-wang, whose Ho..:nan general was defeated, 1nade attempts 
- -

to - recover -the lost territory, as_ we read in the pasSage _ immediately 

following the one above quoted: "The following year ...... the Hsiur~g-
nu prince Right Hsien-wang often invaded and plundered the frontier 

district, and entering the Ho-nan region, plundered and slaughtered 
many both -of the officials and popu~ace." However, the Han troops 
finally succeeded in overthrowing the main force of Prince Right Hsien

wang, as we are told in the next passage in the Han~shu :1) · "In the 
spring o_f the following year General Wei- Ch'ing was dispatched on an 

expedition at the head of six generals and more than a hundred thousand 

sold~ers, and started for the barbarian country from Kao-chiieh, So-fang 
fy} "Ji~ IWJ;l. The Hsiung-nu prince Right Hsien-wang, however; think

ing that the Han troops could not advance so far, drank -wine and 
became drunk. The Han troops, getting out of their fortress and 

marching six or seven hundred li, surrounded the Right Hsien-wang 

at -•night. - Thrown into confusion, the Hsiung-nu prince fled for his 

life, followed by sorrie daring horsemen. Fifteen thousand people, male 

and female, a~1d more than: tel) minor princes, were rnade captive by 

the Han general."1
) Havirig once frustrated the main .force of Prince 

Right Hsien-wang, Han could now· send an expedition: into the ,Ho

hsi region, without any uneasiness about the safety of the rear· .. The 

next passage in the- book reads: "r:The following year (the second year 

of- Yuan-shou' 5G 1~, 121 B.C.) the Han Emperor dispatched General Ho 

1) Han-shu, Chap. 94a, Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
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· Ch'u-ping ~ :t: m on an expedition at the head of ten thousand horse

men against the Hsiung-nu. Starting for the Hsiung-nu col'.mtry from 

Lung-hsi ~tE1 Im, the Han troops advanced westward over one thousand 
Zi, and passing the Yeri-chih-shan Mountains ~ x UJ, defeated the 

Hsiung-nu and decapitated more than eight thousand men, and· seized 

the metal statues used by· Prince Hsiu-t'u ·w ang for his ceremony of 

Heaven-worship. Again in the summer of the year General Ho 

from Lung-hsi, in co-operation with the general Ho-chi-hou {}· .~ 1-~ 
and his scores of thousands of horsemen from Pei-ti ~t :f;fft, started for 

the Hsiung-nu country, and marched two thousand l·i, passing the 

Chii-yen ,@ ~ Swamps and the Oh'i-lien-shan m~ ~ UJ Mountains, and 

decapitated thirty thousand Hsiung-nu and captured. ten minor princes 

and others ...... In the autumn the Hsiung-nu Shan-yu, indignant 

with. Princes Hun-ya Wang and Hsiu-t'u Wang who had had their 

men captured or killed by tens of thousands in the western regions 

under their, rule, wished to summon and execute them. The two 

princes were frightened and planned to surrender to Han, whereupon 

the Han Emperor ordered General Ho to receive them. Prince Hun

ya Wang murdered Prince Hsiu-t'u Wang and leading Hsiu-t'u Wang's 

men as well as his own, surrendered to the Han troops. The men 

numbered some forty thousand, although it was claimed that they were 

some hundred thousand. Having once secured Prince Hun-ya Wang 

thus, the people in Lung-hsi, Pei-ti and Ho-hsi would from that tiine 

be subject much less to Hsiung-nu invasions. The Han Emperor re

moyed. the poor people east of the (Han-ku) Kuan Iii ~ ;m to the New 

Ch'in-chung of Ho-nan illfft-.i§Yfr* i:p taken from the Hsiung-nu and 

tried to people the newly acquired. area with them." The passage shows 

how almost completely the Han Emperor's plan to cut off the right 

arm of the Hs~ung-nu Empire came to be carried out. 
The story of Emperor Wu-ti's plan to seize the Ho-hsi from the 

Hsiung-nu's hands and entice the Wu-sun to settle there, is full of his

torical interest, but as it falls outside my main thesis, I shall have to 

omit it, confining my account on this occasion to the points regarding 
Prince Hsiu-t'u Wang. From the passages above quoted, it is clear 
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that Princes Hsiu-t'u Wang and Hun-ya Wang had their territories in 

the Ro-hsi region,· but it still remains to be decided which section of 

the Ho-hsi Hsiu-t'u vVang's territory occupied. The question has an 

important bearing upon a determination of the origin of ,the metal 

statltes· which IIsiu-t'u Wang enshrined._ Since, according to the Han

shtii., General Ho Ch'ii-ping started on his expedition in the spring of 

the 2ndi year oLYilari:sho_u arid marching one thousand li,_ passed the 

Oh'i-lien-shan mountains, and then captured the metal statues, it is a 
fa1r inference that the obje'ct of his expedition was the conquest of the 

eastern part of the Ho-hsi region. · Again, according to the same source, 

in the summer of the same· year Ho Oh'ii-ping, in co-operation with 

Ho-chi-hou, started respectively from Lung-hsi and Pei-ti, and marching 

some two thousand li, crossed Chu-yen passed the Ch'i-iien.:shan Moun

tains, and then defeated the Hsiung-nu, clearly- showing that the object 

of the second e;xpedition was the subjugation of the western part 

of the Ho-hsi region. Again it is inferable that since. in the first 

expedition Ho Oh'ii-ping captured the nietal statues, the eastern part of 

the Ho-hsi must be Hsiu-t'u Wang's territory. The Han-Bhii1
> cites the 

name of Hsiu-t'u as a district o:l:"Wu-wei 1ft: l1Z Prefecture. If Hsiu-t'u 

Hsien was installed within Wu-wei Prefecture, which corresponds to the 

present Liang-chou &st fl'!, it is certain that Hsiu-t'u · Wang's territory 

occupied the eastern part of the Ho-hsi, and embraced at least ·Wu

wei Prefecture. In the light of its situation, we may admit the correct

ness of the statement of the Han-slue, when it says commenting on 

Wu-wei Prefecture: "Being formerly the territory of the Hsiung-nu 

prince Hsiu-t'u Wang; i'nstalled in the 4th year of 'T' ai-ch'u 7.e fill of 

Wu-ti." Again in its general introduction to the Oh'in (Shen-hsi) 

territory, the Han-shu2
> has the following passage: " The district west of 

-wn-wei was formerly the territory of the Hsiung-nu princes Hun-ya 

Wang and Hsiu-t'u "\Vang, and was seized from them cluring the reign 

of Wu-ti. · Wu-ti first installed four chiln IB (prefectures) in the region,. 

and establishing communication between China and the Western Region, 

cut off communication between the Hsiung-nu and the Nan-Chiang m ~-"· 
1) Han-shu, Chap. 28b, Ti-li-chih. 2) Ibid. 
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The four chiln referred to are Wu-wei :mt J]Z, Ohang-yeh 1.R ~, Chiu-ch'iian 
i"im 7'F_ and Tun-huang 1~Hi and it is needless to add that ·wu-wei corre
sponds to the present· Liang-chou, Chang-yeh to Kan-chou -It 1-1'1, Chiu
ch'uan to Su-chou JI 1-i'/, and Tun-huang to Sha-chou fJ; 1-)'I.. With Wu
wei Prefecture established as the territory belonging to Hsiu-t'u Wang~ 
it still remains to be seen how far westward his territory extended. 
The Ha.n-shu1

> says:" (Chang-yeh Prefecture) being formerly the territory 
of Prince Hun~ya '\,Vang." If this statement is correct, we have to. 

infer th?,t as the present Kan-chou was the territory of Prince Hun-ya 
Wai:1g, Hsiu-t'u ·w ang's territory was restricted to the adjacent region 
in the east, that is, W u-wei . Prefecture which corresponds to the pre
sent Liang-chou. This interpretation, hmvever, does not appear to agree 
with the above quotatior1 from the JI an-shu to the effect that in the 
Spririg expeditior1, General Ho Ch'u-ping, starting from Lung-hsi and 
marci1ing about one thousand li past the Yen:..chih-shan Mountains, 
captured the metal statues used by Prince Hsiu-t'u Wang for his 
Heaven-worship ceremony. For the· Yen-chih-shah Moµntains were 
situated, according to the .Kua-t1>chih 1% :L'lf!, i$2

\ "50 li south-east of 
Shan-tan Hsien -~fflJ ~ !Wf., Kan-chou, and were also called by the name 
of the Shan-tan Mountains" : Kan-chou corresponds, as was noted above, 
to Chang-yeh Prefecture of the Han Period. Therefore, if General Ho 
Oh'u-ping seized the metal statues about the time when he passed by 
the mountains, it is inferable that Prince Hsiu-t'u y\Tang's territory ex
tended as far as Kan-eh.on, apparently contradicting the statement in 
the H~n~shii which treats the district as formerly belonging to Prince 
Hun-ya Wang. As the ·statement in the 1-Ian-shii is rather too simple 
and not quite definite, we will also take up the Shih-chi. 3

), which says 
on the subject: "In the spring of the 2nd year of Yuan-shmi the 
Emperor appointed Kuan-chun-hou Ho Oh'ii.-ping %£ 11[ 1~ ~ :tdf.i to be 
the Piao-chi-chiang-chun ~, ,t{& ~ 11[ and ordered him on an expedition 
at the head of ten thousand troops against the barbarians. ·when he 

l) Han-shii, Chap. 28b, Ti-li-chih. 
2) Shih-chi, Chap. llO, Hsiung-nu-chuan, Note. 
3) Sh-ili-chi, Chap. 111, Wei-chiang-chiin-chuan. 
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;started fr?m Lung-hsi and distinguished himself in the war, the Em

peror eulogised him and said, ' At the head of the expeditionary forces, 
-----•--·--··--··--· -------'----~~-~ 

General Piao-chi ...... wanted to capture a son of the Hsiung-nu Shan-

:yu and conducted a campaign there for six day~. Passing the Yen-chih

shan Mountains and marching one thousand li, he succeeded, in co

·operation with the infantry, in killing Princes Ohe-lan Wang ;J=Jr i13:: 

and Lu-hu Wang lit tiJI 3:: and slaughtered all the enemy troops. He 

also captured a son of Prince Hun-ya Wang, Hsiang-kuo ffi il and 

·Tu-wei iB !M, beheaded more than eight thousand men and seized the 

metal statues of Hsiu-t'u that had been used for the ceremony of 

Heaven-worship. In recognition of the meritorious services, General Ho 

was enfeoffed with two thousand houses'." Seeing that General Ho 

·Ch'u-ping captured a son ·of Prince Hun~ya Wang as well as his mini

sters and generals during the campaign, it may be inferred that Prince 

Hun-ya Wang himself participated fo the encounter. If this view is 

-correct, the explanation of the Han-shii treating Ohang-yeh P~efecture 

·as containing the former territory of Prince Hun-ya Wang may not be 

altogether wrong. How then are we to interpret the statements in the 

.Shih-chi and Han-sl111, to the effect that General Ho seized the metal 

statue3 around the . Y en-chih-shan Mountains ? In the case of small 

objects, there would be .no wonder if they had been carried around in 

the battle-field, but if, as will be proved in the next chapter, the statues 

turned out to be large, as large as those cast by Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in, 

it can not be imagined that they used to be carried around on the 

battle-field by the soldiers. Furthermore, as it was customary for the 

.northern barbarians to have a definite place for worship, usually some 

noted mountain or swamp, there is reason to believe that. Prince Hsiu

t'u Wang might probably have had some such place of worship. Judg

·ing from these circumstances, the probability is that it was within the 

territory of Hsiu-t'u Wang or Liang-chou that General Ho seized the 

metal statues, but its description in the Shih-chi happens to be lacking 

in detail so as to leave us room to regard the event as having taken 

})lace near the Y en-chih-shan Mountains. 

While the object of Ho Oh'ii.-ping's expedition in the spring of the 
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2nd year of Yuan-shou ·which extended as far as Chang-yeh within the 
territory of Prince Hun-ya Wang, consisted mainly in the acquisition 
of the territory of Prince Hsiu-t'u Wang, in his summer expedition he 
attempted to strike at the headquarters of Prince Hun-ya Wang. To 
quote from the Shih~chi1

) a more detailed account of the summer ex
pedition than is g1ven in the I-I an-shiv : 

"In the summer General Piao-chi, almig with Ho-chi-hou, left Pei
ti for the front, the two generals taking difierent routes. . ..... After 
leaving Pei-ti, General Piao-chi penetrated deep into the enemy region,. 
and lost touch with the troops of Ho-chi-hou. General Piao-chi passed 
Chfi.-yen and reaching the Ch'i-lien-shan Mountains, captured a great 
many of the barbarians. Eulogising him, the Emperor· said of the 
general,.' General Piao-eh! passed Chu-yen, then the tribes of the Hsiao 
Yueh-shih, and attacked the Ch'i-lien-shan. As a result Chiu-t'u \Vang 
~ r~ .:E was captured; twentyfive hundred Hsinng-nu surrendered in a. 
body; thirty- thousanq. and two hundred were beheaded; and there were also• 
captured five mothers of Hsiung princes, a Hsiung-nu ·Empress (M ,B;:) 
arid fiftynine boy princes, and sixtythree Hsiang-kuo, Chiang-chiin,. 
Tang-hu and Tu-wei. On the other hand, the Han army lost three 
tenths of its men in the battle. For his meritorious services, Ho
Ch 'u-ping was enfeoffed with five thousand houses'." 

To locate the territory of Prince Huh-ya Wang and the region where
the Han troops conducted their campaigns, it is necessary to infer the
position · of the Ch'i-Iien-shan mountains where apparently the decisive
battle was fought. We are told in the Shih-chi Su-yin2

> F£. ~c. * 1\1 : 
" According to the Hsi-ho-clviu-shih im M ii Jl, the mountains lie 
on the boundary line between Chang-yeh and Chi'n-ch'iian · Pre-· 
fectures, extending 200 li from east to west and 100 z.i . from 
north to south. There is plenty of water; and grasses and the 'five· 
trees' grow on the mountains, which is warm in the winter and cool in 
the summer, and suitable for cattle-raising. The Hsiung-nu, who lost. 
the two mountains, lamented and sang, 'Woe unto us, who lost Ch'i-

1) SMh-chi, Chap. 111, Wei~chiang-chiin-chuan. 
2) Shih-chi, Chap: 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan, Note. 
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lien-shan ! . We shall no longer be able. to raise the six kinds of cattle! 
\Voe unto us, who lost Yen-chih-shan ! Our wives will no longer be 
able to obtain the rouge for their faces!' Such was the lamentation 
•Of the Hsiung-nu." It can be iraagined from the quotation that Prince 
Hun-ya Wang probably had his main force near the Ch'i-lien-shan moun
tains for the mountain-range was .nourished by plenty of. water and covered 
with a luxuriant growth of trees, and was suitable for cattle-raising. 
The Ch'i-lien-shan referred to in the Hs·i-ho-chiu-r;hih is a branch of 
the Nan-shan Mountains lying in the southern part of the Ho-hsi re
gion. Judging from the statement that the mountain-range extends 200 
li east and west, and 100 li north and south, lying on the bou11;dary 
line between Chiu-ch'iian aµd Chang-yeh, it corresponds to the branch 
of the N an-shan Mountains, . running north from the southern part of 
Chiu-ch'fo1.,n between the Ets.ina River and the Tola River, and forming 
the watershed of the two tributaries of the Kundulen River. The 
~Etsina region lying east · of the mountains corresponds, therefore, to 
Chang-yeh Prefecture of the Han Period, while the Tola region west of 
the mountains is Chiu-ch'iian Prefecture. It must have been on the 
western side, that is, the Chiu-ch'iian side of the mountains that General 
Ho Oh'ii.-ping gave battle in the summer expedition. The Shih-chi has 
-it that General Ho "passed Chu-yen and attacked Ch'i-lien-shan "1

) 

and again in another passage, General Ho "passed Chi.i.-yen, then the 
tribes of the Hsiao Yi.i.eh-shih, and attacked Ch'i-lien-shan." 2

l As to 
the name of Chi.i.-yen, vve are told in the Shih-chi Su-yih ;3J "Accord
ing to Han Chao frl flt?, it is in Chang-yeh Hsien" and again, " Ac
cording to Chang Yen ~N ~' it is the name of a lake.4

) The name of 
Lake Chu-yen also appears in the Hsiung-rm--chuan. If we take into 
consideration, along with these statements, the fact that the Soho-nor, 
into which the Etsina River empties, has since been called Lake Chu-yen, 
we are inclined to believe that the Chu-yen which General Ho crossed, 
was the part of the Etsina that flows now in Kan-chou. With Chu-yen 

1) Shih-chi, Chap. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
2) Ibid, Chap. 111, Wei-chiang-chiin-chnan. 
3) Ibid, Note. 
4) Ibid. 
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established as the Etsina, the Ch'i-lien-shan mountains, which Ho Ch'u-ping 

finally Teached after having passed Ohu~yen. and the Hsiao Yueh-shih 

tribes, must be regarded .as the mountainous region facing Su-chou. 

The documentary evidence above, showing that in the Era of Em.
peror~ Wu-ti of Han the Ho-hsi region had been divided into two ad

ministrative districts, the eastern section comprising Wu-wei Prefecture 

being placed under charge of Prince Hsiu-t'u Wang, and Prince Hun

ya · Wang occupying the western section comprising Chang-yeh and 
Chiu-ch'uai1, can also be corroborated by the topographical situation of 

the country; The southern topographical boundary of the Ho-hsi is 
formed by the eastern section of the Nan-shan Mountains, which branch 
eastward from the Pamir and with their high' peaks capped with snow 
all the year round, are in sharp contrast to the vast expanse of the 

Mongolian desert north of the mountains. The H6-hsi is an arid re

gion with very, little rain throughout the year, and the only source 
of water supply for th8 region is found in streams from the Nan-shan 

· Mountains. As its soil is made up of loess; the region is fertile wher

ever it is moistened with. water, but otherwis~ it is an, entirely barren 

country that resembles in its conditions the Tarim basin. It will be 
seen, therefore, that the four prefectures of Wu-wei, Chang-yeh, Chiu
ch'ii.an and Tun~huang were formed in the Ho-hsi region during the 

Han Period, in a manner similar to the' founding in the Ta.rim basin 

north of the Nan-shan mountains of Khotan -=f ~,, Cherchen ~B ~ and 

other kingdoms. It was because innumerable pasture-lands, and along 
with them many towns and villages, came into existence under the 

favourable influence of the snow-melted streams running down from 

the Nan-shan Mountains, .that the basin at the northern foot of the 

mountains was used as the great highway• of communications between 

the eastern: district and the Western Region. The section betweer~ 

Oherchen and Sha-chou is an· arid sand region called 'Li1i-sha' (flmv

ing sand) without any grass-lands, and this presents a very difficult 

passage for travellers, but the eastern district beyond. 'Liu-sha' as far as 
the Huang-ho is dotted with grass-covered lai1ds and forms topographi
cally a single district, which was called the Ho-hsi (the re·gion west of 
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the: Huang-ho River) in the Han Period. A desert, however, penetrates 

from the north between Su-chou, anciently called Ohiu_'-ch'i.i.an, and Sha

chou, and forms' an area such that when they undertook the extension 
of the Great Wall in the Han Period, it was discontinued at a point a 

little west of Su~chou, leaving Sha.:chou outside the Wall. The region 

east cif Su-chou · forms topographically rather a single district, but. it ~ 

used to show the influenc.es of central Asiatic peoples, and to be divided 
into different territories around different water courses, as, for example, 

the regions around .the River Kuo ~i M and the River Kuridulen were 
usually inhabited by different hostile groups. It. was probably due to the 

same circumstances that Prince Hsiu-t'u Wang was enfeoffed with the 
region east of the river arid Prince Hun-ya Wang with the region to the 
west. Again,· it was probably under the influences of the same situation 
that in the Period of the Contending States the two districts were occupied 
respectively by the Oh'u-sou ~:tl and the Kun-lun 1! ~;,,according to 
the Shang-shun ~It; by the Yi.i.-shih ~ ~ and the Kun-lun, accord-

irig to the Kuan-tzu ~ -=f-lO; and from the Oh'in to the Middle of the 

, Han Period, by the Yueh-shih and the Wu-sun, who both organised 
states in their respective regions. In view of no de.finite agreement 

having been reached yet among the orientalists with regard to the 

location of the territories of the Yi.i.eh-shih and the Wu-sun, I believe 

it will not be entirely out of place to state my view on the subject 
here because it has something to do with the question of locating the 
territories of Princes Hsiu-t'u and Hun-ya Wang. 

To come to the point directly, I do not see yet any reason for re

vising 1µy position as stated in my previous paper entitled 'A Study 

on the Wu-sun' ,3) in which I allotted the eastern part of the Ho-hsi to 

the Yi.ieh-shih and the w~stern section to the Wu-sun. J. KuwA
BARA since criticising my view in his paper entitled ' 'l'hc Expedi

tions of Chang Chien ~ ~,4i has announced a new theory regarding 

the original territories of the races. He gave m the paper the follow-

I) Shu-ching, Chapter of Yti-kung. 
2) Kuan-tzu, Oh'ing-ch'ung-pien a, 80 frfm!'fl~i\-f-". 
3) Shigaku-Zasshi, XII; pp. 55-63 
4) Zoku-Shiteki-Kenkyu ;f.i.!l!a~nFf~, pp. 44-48. 
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ing table of comparisons, basing them. all on the single fact that the 
region referred to as the 'former territory of Prince· Hun-ya Wang' 

in the Sh,ih-chi is alluded to in the Han-shii as the 'former territory 

of King Kun-mo ~ ~-' 

Shih-chi 

The former territory of Prince 

Hun -ya was all deserted, and not 

a single human beirig was found. 
· --Ta-yuan-chuan. 

Presenting and bribing them with 

a lot of valuable gifts, they invited 

the Wu-st-in to move eastward ::tnd 

to settle in the former territory 

of Prince Hun-ya. -Ibid. 

The Wu-sun could move eastward 

and settle in the former territory 

of Prince Hun~ya. -Ibid. 

Han-shu 

The former territory of King Kun

mo was all deserted. 
· Oha.ng-Ohien-chuan. 

Bribirig them with a lot of valua

ble gifts, they invited the Wu-sun 

t~ move eastward and· settle in 

their former territory. 
-Ohan-Oh:ien-ch11oan and · 

llsi-yi·l-chiian. 

The Wu..:sun could niove eastward 

and settle in their fonuer territory, 
~Hsi-yu-ch·uan. 

From this comparison, it is natural to conclude that the forme.r 

territory of King Kun-mo of the vVu-sun must have been identical in 

site ·with the 'fo_rmer territory of Prince .Hun-ya', and furthermore, 
since the territory of Prince Hun-ya corresponds to . the present Kan

chou, which the Ban-shn1
) definitely declares to be the case with the 

words, 'Chang-yeh Prefecture is the former territory of the Hsiung-nu 

prince Hun-ya,' Kan-chou 11;1ust have been the territory of the Wu-sun. 
If I am not mistaken, such is the gist of the contention, of KuwA

BARA on the subject. If furnished with these quotations only, we 

might be persuaded to accept his standpoint. H?wever, a careful per

·usal of the context where those passage~ appear, coupled with a con

sideration of the historical situation of the day, will, I believe, show 

that KuwABARA's position on the subject is not very tenable. Let 

me take up first the chapter of Ta-yi.ian-chuan of the Shih-chi,2
) which 

1) Hcm-shu, Chap. 28b, Ti-li-chih. 
2) Shih-chi, Chap. 123, Ta-yi."ian-chuan. 
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reads: "Lately the Hsiung-nu · Emperor was harassed by the Han 

army,· and. the foriner territory of Prince Hun:.ya was entirely deserted, 

and not a single human being was found. Seeing that_ the .barbarians 

had always coveted the Chinese goods, the Han Emperor took advantage 

of the occasion, and tentatively bribing the Wu-sun politely with a lot 

of valuable glfts, irwited therr1: to, move eastward and allowed them to 

settle in the· former territory. of Prince Hun-ya. The .Wu-sun prince 

was also mad,e, sworr:;i, brother to the Han Emperor. It will be natural. 

then that the ,Nu-sun should consent to move eastward, as was sug

gested by tJJ.e Han Emperor, thereby cutting off the 'right. arm' of 

the Hsiung-nu Empire." Now compare this with a- passage from the 

chapter. of Chang-Chien-chuan of the Han-shu1
\ which says : "Lately 

the Hsiung-nu Emperor was harrassed by the Han troops, and the 

forrner territory of King Kun-mo was entirely deserted. The Han Emper

or, seeing that the barbariaI1s had· a yearning for their former territory 

which they had lost, and also had always coveted the Chinese goods, 

took advantage of_ the situation, and tentatively brib(;ld the Wu-su_n 

with a lot· of valuable gifts, inviting them. to move · eastward to settle 

in their. forme~· territory. The Hari Einperor also .. gave_ a princess in 

marriage to. the Wu-sun prince, and· became sworn brother to him. It 

· will be natural then that the Wu-sun should consent to move_ eastward, 

as was_ suggested by·_ the Han Emperor, thereby· crttting off the 'right 

arm' of th·e Hsiung-nu Empire.'' The cornparison \jf the two passages 

will s1:"iow, _ I believe, that the writer of the Han-shu _ borrowed the pas

sage, on the whole, from the· Shi-h-chi, e~cept that the· phr~se 'the 

former territory of Prince Hun-ya', as was found. in the Shih-chi, was 
' ": 'i 

revised iri the Han-shu to read 'the former territory of King Kun-mo. 

The question, lrnwever, is,_ Is this :revision in the Han-shu a justifia.ble 

one ? The· Shih-~h,i2
> has the followin~ passage_ : " [In the. 2nd year of 

Yilan-shou] Prince Hun.:ya Wa\1.g, tog~ther with his men~ surrendered to 

the Har~ arn;iy. Then there was not a single trace of a :f[siung-nu 

1) Han-shu, Chap. 61, Chang-Chien-cbuan. 
2) Shih-cl,i, Chap. 123, Ta-yiian-cbuan. 
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left in the whole region along the Nan-shan Mountains from the 
western part of Ohin-:-ch'eng 1%: ~ 'and_ the Ho-hsi to Yen-tse _Ii! 7'." 
It is also added that in the 4th ·year of Yuan-shoil the Han troops 
defeated the Hsiung-nu emperor and routed him to the north of 

the Great Desert. Regarding the above passage from the Shih-chi, 
therefore, the first half-' Lately the Hsiung-nu Emperor was harassed 
by . the Han troops '.-refers· to the fact that in the 4th year · of 
Yii,an-8Jwu, the Hsiung-nu were dealt a signal · defeat by the Han 
army, the Hsiung-nu Emperor fleeing to the north of the Desert;. while 
the second half-'the former territory of Prince Hun-:-ya was entirely. 
deserted, not a single_ man . found'-refers to the situation that in the 
2nd year of Yua,n-shoii Pri:oce .Hun-ya Wang, together with his people, 
surrendered to the Han Emperor, but, without any prefectures and dis
tricts being installed yet in the territory, the whole region along the 
northern foot of the Nan-shan Mountains between Ohin-ch'eng (the 
present Hsi-ning g§' *) and Yen-tse (the present Lop-rior) was left entirely 
deserted; not a single trace of man being found. In the light of the 
situation, there isi inore-reasor1 to believe that 'the former territory of 
Prince Hun-ya",_ as is, described in the Shih-chi,' might be interpreted 
as an.- allusion to the whole Ho-hsi region · on the · ground of the as
sumption that· the whole Ho-hsi district could be regarded as the territory 
of Prince Hnn-ya ,Wang,.because he, after having killed Hsiu-t'u ·wang, 
surrer1dered with his men as well as the people of Hsiu-t'u Wang to 
Han, rather than that the Shih-:-ch-i's statement refers only to the western 
part of the Ho-hsi, that is, the original portion of Htm-ya Wang's 
territory when· he and Hsi{i.-t'u Wang had been ruling respectively 
the western and the eastern part of the Ho-hsi region. Therefore, if the 
text of the Sldh-ch·i were to be revised to read 'the former territory 
of King Kun'"mo', it would not only seem an abrupt departure from 
the. general tone of the context,•· but by assuming., ·the whole Ho-hsi 
region· to be the fornier territory of the . Wu-sun, the original meaning 
of the Shih-chi text. would, be lost. F~r if the Shih-ch·i text: "The 
barbarians had ahvays coy.eted the Chinese goods. · Taking advantage 
of the occasion, the Han Emperor tentatively bribed the Wu-sun politely 
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with a lot of valuable gifts, and invited them to move eastward and 

to settle in the former territory of Prince Hun-ya," is to be. revised 

and made to mad, as in the Han-Bhio, "Seeing that the barbarians h~d 

a yearning for their former territory which they had lost, and also 

had always covetecl.the Chinese goods, the Han Emperor took advantage 

of the situation, and, tentatively bribing them with a lot of valuable 

gifts, invited them .to move eastward and to settle fr1 their former 

territory," the original intention of the text in th~ .Shih-chi ir1 referring 

to the· whole Ho-hsi region as the district where the Wu-sun were 

invited to settle, would be lost by assuming orily the former territory 

of the Wu-sun as the district in question. Further there is reasorf 

to believe that the sentence in the Han-shu: "The barbarians had a 

yearning for the1.r former territory,'' which is not found in the Shih-chi, 

is a later addition due to a misunderstanding on .the part of the writer 

of the Ilan-shu that consists in regarding, for some 'reasmi I cannot 

see, the territory of Huri-ya Wang as identical in its scope with the 

fornier habitat of the Wu-sun. The statement in the Hari-shu is not, 

it seems to me, enough to prove that the former habitat of the Wu-sun 

was Sha-chou. The 'former territory of Prince Hun-ya' as described 

in the Shih-chi, clearly refers to the whole Ho-hsi region, but even if 

it is granted that it refers only to the forrner territory of the Wu-sun, 

that is, Kan-chou, there is no· necessity or · reason for concluding that 

the former habitat of the Wu-sun was in Sha-chou. In its Ti-li-chih,. 

Wu-wei Prefecture, does not the Han-shii "clearly state in the form of 

a note that. Wn-wei Prefectti.re was 'the former territory of the Hsiung

nu prince Hsiu-t'u vVang? There is niuch reason to believe that the 

tribes, the, Yueh-shih and the Wu-shn, wer·e holding respectively the 

eastern and the western section of the Ho-hsi in a way most probably 

similar to the circumstances in which the two Hsiung-nu princes, Hsiu

t'u Wang and Hun-ya Wang, were enfeoffed respectively with the eastern 

and the western part of the Ho-hsi. If so, even jf it is granted that the 

-Y'v u-sun were occupying Ohang-yeh, that is, the present Kan-chou, how 

about Wu-wei (the present Liang-chou), the adjacent fertile countrylying 

to the east or Kan-chou? I cannot see any reason why we may not 
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locate the former habitat of the Yiieh-shih here nor why we should have 

to restrict it to Kan-chou. 

The Ho-hsi region, which may be regarded, as was pointed out 

above, as forming topographically a single district along the northern 

foot of the Nan-shan mountains, may again be sub.:.divided into the 

eastern section centering around Liang-chou, the western section center

ing around Sha-chou and the middle section centering around Kan

chou and Su-chon. Of these three regions, Liang-chou is the most fer

tile, and the most suitable for cattle-raising, as we are told in the 

Han-shii11
, describing the topography of the Ho-hsi: "It has a wide 

area, but is sparsely populated. The grass-covered land is suitable for 

cattle-raising and the -cattle of the region form one of the important 

resources of the country. A frontier governor was installed and was to 

take charge of the military affairs." Thus it will be seen that Liang

chou was in the Han Period a fertile country, abounding in cattle, and 

suitable for the cantonment and training of soldiers. According to the 

'11ii-shih-fang~yu-chi.,yao ri ~ 1i ~ me. :!Jti.2>, "Liang-chou is characterized by 

difficult passes and unapproachable mountains, but abounds in fertile 

soil. Since Han began to colonise the Ho-hsi region, Ku-tsang frli ~ 
was at one time made its · capital. In the periods of ,Vei and Chin, 

civil and military governors were installed in the region; a:nd after the 

days of Chang Kuei * U, some of the war lords, holding this piece of 

land on _the frontier as their foothold, used to contend for supremacy 

with the powerful princes of the country. "\Vhen Emperor· T'ai-wu ~f 

the Wei Dynasty @[ ::i,c it overthrew the Northern Liang, he gave a des

cription of the region to his crown prince, saying.: 'Outside the Eastern 

and Westerri Gates of the Ku-tsang Castle, there are springs both of 

which, running northward, meet each other to the north. of the castle 

and form a stream almost as big as a river. All the other streams 

and ditches flow into the desert plain and disappear. Encroaching upon 

these watercourses is no arid area in the region.' According to the T-Vu
tai-shih, at the height of the power of the Tang Dynasty, of the thirty 

1) Han-shu, Chap. 28 b, Ti-li-chih. 
2) Tu-shih-farig-yu-ch·i-yao, chap. 63, Liang~chou-wei. 
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three 'prefectures in Ho-hsi arid Lung·-yu ~i·t::tr, the· biggest was · Lia.ng~ 

chou, where the soil was fertile, the products - abundant · and· the 

people were prosperous· and h~ppy. Since the region -was · suitable 

for -raising- horses, the T'ang -·government installed the 'eight - Stud 

'fftireaus and 'had· 300,000 horses raised .. This is what- Pan Ku $1E ml of 

the Han period·meant ·when he said-that the cattle of Liang-chou form 

one of· the important resources of, the coii.ntry. When Hsi-hsia 1m J[ 

captured Liang-chon, . she, by the help of the · inimense resources o;f the 

region:; could 'invade and distti.rb Kuan-chung (or Shen-hsi), harassir1g 

the people· of· Sung· a.· great deal. Therefore Liang-chot1 forms ··not 

only the most important part of the Ho-hsi in particular, but ~he, im

portan,t frontier. of Ch'in (Shen-hsi) and'·Lung (Kan-su).'' Thus Liang

chou always_ occupiEld an important position on the north-western 

frontier of China. · Inferring from the circumstances of the later periods 

when inthe'Five Hu lit}! Age, Chang Kuei ~®L, establishing himself 

here, founded the Foriner Liang mu D§l, while Lu Kuang § :n; founded 

the Later Liang, and Chii-c'hu Meng-sun m ~ ~. ~ .also remov~d-, µis 

capital here, it may be imagined that the territory of the Yiieh-shih, 

who established themselves here in the Perjod of Ch'in and were so 

-powerful as to demand a hostage from the Hsiung-mi, most probably 

. coverea the eastern part · of 'the Ho-hsi centering around Liang-chou. 

The ststtement in~ the Hgi-}w"'.chiu:..shihP that the Ku-tsang-ch'eng was 

in the Oh'in Period the main stronghold of the barbarian tribe of the 

Yueh-shih, ·and the· Hsiung-rm called the castle by the name of Kai

tsang Ch'eng ~it~, which became corrupted later to Ku-tsang. fr.ti~, 
may be regarded as :the true description of. the situation of the day. 

We . have se·en above in the quotation from ·the Shih-chi that in the 

2nd year. of Yuan-shoru, General Ho Ch'ii-ping crossed Chu-yen, .passed 

by the Hsiao Yiieh-shih tribes and iff the neighbourhood of the Ch'i-lien

shah :Mountains defeated the Hsiung-nu. The Ohu:.yen is the name of 

a ~r1'\ler, mid is identical with· t\1-e present Etsina river. The natural 

coi1elusion' is -that the Hsiao Yi.1eh-shih niust then have had their-habitat 

1) '1.'·u-shih-fang-yu-chi-yao, Chap. 63; Ku-tsang ch~ng, Note. 
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m Su-eh.on west of the river. Again, if at the height' of their power 

th~ Yueh.-shih. had the western section of Kan-su under their control, 

1iaturally 'the territory of the Wu-sun has to be restricted to SJ;ia-chou 

and its surrounding country. The Shih-chi-qhing-i1
) says : ' the two 

co'untries (Wu-sun ahd Hu-chieh Pf- fl) were sitn:ated to the north-west 

of Kua-chou Jl\ 1'1'! and in the Period of the Contending States, the Wu

s1.m held Kua-chou." . If this statement of the Shih-chi is a correct 

description of the ancient situation of the district, it goes as evidence 

to show that the Wu-sun occupied the Sha-chou region,' because Kua

chou of the Period of the Contending States is identical with Sha-chou 

of later periods. 

What is remarkable about the history and topography of the Ho

hsi region is that those who occupied the eastern section were apparently 

always superior, in their military strength and financial power, to those 

who held the western section. A reading of the· Shih-chi, particularly 

the chapters of the Hsiung:nu and the Biography of General Wei, im

presses upon us that Prince Hsiu-t'u 'Wang, who had occupied the 

eastern· sedion, was· treated by the editor of the history as if 'he held. 

an 'inferior or subordinate position to Prince Hun-ya Wang, who held 

the western section. Where are· we to seek the explanation '? Regard

ing the surrender of the two Hsit1.ng-nu princes to Hari, we are told 

in the Shih~chi: "in the autumn (of the 2nd year of Yuan-shou) the 

Shan-yu, et1raged (by the failure of Hun-ya Wang to check the ad-:

vance of the Han army),. wished to summon and punish him by 

death. Learning the intention 'of the Shan-yii, Hun-ya :Wang planned 

with Hsiu-t'u Wang and others to surrender themselves to Han, and 

having sent his men to the Han frontier to capture some Han people, 

dispatched the Han captives as his messengers to the Han Emperor 

and asked him to send an expedition to the frontier to receive their 

surrender. 'Ta-hang Li Hsi * D :$ .~,, who was about to start building 

a castle on the Huang-ho, happened to receive the messengers of Prince 

Hu:n-ya Wang, and reported it to the Emperors by an express messenger. 

1) Shih-chi, Chap. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan, Note. 
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Upon teceipt of the information, the Han Emperor was rather sceptical 
about the true intentions of the Hsiung-nu princes; and fearing that 
under the pretext of surrendering they might be preparing for an in
vasion of the frontier, ~ispatohed Piao-chi-chiang-chun (Ho Ch'ii-ping) 
in command of an army to receive the surrender of the Hsiung-nu. 
When the Han general had crossed the Huang-ho and came in sight 
of Hun-ya Wang's troops and populace, many of Hun-ya Wang's 
lieutenants who had been indisposed to surrender, at the sight of the 
Han troops, deserted their· leader and fled from the spot .. The Han 
general thereupon advanced up to the Hsiung-nu quarters, had an in
terview with H un-ya. Wang, ordered the execution of some eight 
thousand Hsiung-nu who were trying to desert the Hsiung-nu camp, 
and mounting him on a post horse, sent him alone to the temporary 
palace of the Han Emperor. The Han general then commanded the 
Hsiung-nu captives to cross the river; they numbered some scores of 
thousands, although it was claimed tha~ they were a hundred thousands." 
The situation to be imagined from this statement is that the general 
trend of ·opinion in the Hsiung-nu camps was in, favour of surrender
ing, but that there were some dissenters, and Hun-ya Wang himself 
was the leader of the surrendering group. To turn to Hsiung-nu-chuan 
in the Shih-chi, it briefly describes the position, saying, "Prince H~m
ya Wang, afraid of the wrath of the Hsiung-nu Emperor, planned with 
Hsiu-t'u vVang to surrender to Han. The Han Emperor dispatched 
Piao-chi-chiang-chiin to receive them. Hun-ya Wang, murdering 
Hsiu-t'u Wang and leading the rnen of Hsiu-t'u Wang as well as his 
own, submitted himself to the Han general." Why was Hsiu-t'u Wang 
murdered'? There are not sufficient records to explain the reason, but 
in view of the situation that the Hsiung-nu camp was divided into two 
groups, those in favour of surrender and those opposed to the step, and 
that Hun-ya Wang was the leader of the first group, it might be con
jectured that Hsiu-t'u Wang himself was rather opposed to the step, 
and became the victim of the opposing party when Hun-ya Wang in
voked the general opinion of the Hsiung-nu camps and the power of 
the Han troops when they came in sight. If this hypothesis be ad-
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mitted, there is no wonder that Han should have been grateful to Hun
ya Wang, and the official historian of Han might have used some dis

cretion. in describing the two Hsiung-nu princes, when treating Hun

ya Wang as if he --were in a superiOT rank or position to Hsiu-t'u 

Wang. 

III. THE METAL STATUES OF HSIU-T'U WANG 

USED FOR HIS CEREMONY OF 

HEAVEN-WORSHIP. 

The first question confronting us here is: how and under what 

· circumstances could Hsiu-t'u Wang observe the ceremony of Heaven
worship, even making use of the metal .statues (a presumptuous 

proceeding for a prince as far as the Hsiung-nu customs were concerned), 
considering that Hsiu-t'u Wang was only a prince enfeoffed by the 
Hsiung-nu Shan-yil in a corner of the Ho-hsi? For the study of the 

subject, it wili' be necessary first to consider what kinds of rites were 

observed among the Hsiung-nu; who were qualified to observe such 
grand ceremony as Heaven-worship; and what significance the rites 
had for the Hsiung-nu? In referring to the Hsiung-nu customs and 

institutions, the Shih-chi1
i says: " In· the first month of the year the 

tribal chieftains meet and have a small gathering in the court of the 
Hsiung-riu Emperor; and in the fifth month gather in Lung-ch'eng 

If :9Jt and hold a grand meeting to observe the ceremony of worshipping 
their ancestors, Heaven and Earth, spirits and demons; and in autumn 

when the horses grow fat, they hold a grand meeting in Tai-lin ~ **, 
and also count persons and cattle and levy poll taxes on them." Ac
cording to the Hou-han-shii, 2

) the Hsiung-nu had three Dragon 

Festivals, which they observed always on the day of 'WH, Ix: in the first, 

fifth and ninth months of the year, for worshipping Heaven. "Since 
they had been subjugated by Han," the Hou-han-slrn adds, "the 

Southern Hsiung-nu began to observe the ceremony of the worship of 

1) 8hih-chi, Chap. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
2) Hou-han-shu, Chap. 119, Nan-hsiung-nu-chuan. 
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the-, Imperial ancestors of · Hari as - well as that of their -traditional 

Heaven-worship: The o.ccasion vv'as also taken advantage of to gather 

the · tribal chieftains, ,,and to discuss matters of state._ They aml1sed 

. themselves on the same occasion by racing, horses and camels." Though 

differing in wording, the two texts no doubtrefer to one and the same 

custom of the Hsiung-nu, the festival of the first month as described 

in the Shih~chi corresponding to the festival of th~ first month at the 
' . ~ . \ . 

court of the Hsiung-nu Emperor as described in the Hou,-han-shu, the 

festival of the fifth month to the grand meeting at Lung-ch'eng in the 

fifth, mon,th, and the festival of the ninth month to the autumn festival 

at Tai-lin. The three festivals also, correspond to the Imperial New 

Year Festival, the Festival· of the Venial Equinox, and the_ Thanks

giving Festival in Japan. According to, th~ Hou-han-Bhii ~he :festivals 

'w'~re observed, on the day of WU of those months, which was appa:tently 

the ?us~om of_ the Hsi:mg-nu inherited from the days of the Former_ 

Han Period, as is seen i11 the Shih-chi,1) "they ·hold. the days of wti ;x: 
and chi B for luck." 

The Hou-han-'-Rhu calls th,e three ·festivals of - the Hsit-ing-nu 

eqti.ally by the name of the dragon festivals, but according t_o the Shih

chi, the grar1d festival of the fifth 1rtonth at Luhg-ch'eng which was 

observed for th: worship of the ~r.tcestors, Heav~ri and Earth, and 

~pir~ts and cl.enions, was apparently the most 1mportant, genuine dragon 

festival,_ whe~1 all the important lords and princes of the country were 

a'.~~embled f~r worship, aS well as for the discussion of important affairs 

of state. Besid~s the passage from the H ou-han-shii~ above, more 

allusions to the same fact can be found. in the ·Han-shu, and Hou-han-
. . 

shu. For instance, according to the 1lan-sliu2
), after the crowning of Hu-

y~ti~ti Shan-yti ~ 1-~ fl. _f- as the Empero~, the Tso-~sien-wang ii: It~ 
ai1cl" Yu.:ku-li-wa~g ",t;*~~.:E who bore a grudge aga1nst the· Shan-yi.i. 

because they themsehes could not succeed to the throne, -- planned , to 

·'surr~nder, with their men~ to Har1. Afraid. to carry out the plan by 
i :' : • • 

theinselves, they tried to force Lu-t'u Wang Il!. ff; =E_· to join them in 

1) Shih-chi, Chap. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
2) Han-shii, Chap. 94a, Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
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their -conspiracy. to ·_surrender. to the Wu-sun · first aii'd then attack the 
Hsitfog-n.u Emperor.· L_u-t'u · Wang 'informed the Shan-yu of th_e-·in:.. 
trigue, who 'then dispatched a· 111essenger to the princes and tried to 
·obtain their ·confession, but in vain. "The. two princes, after that, kept 
themselves within their. territories all the time, and never. consented ifo 
attend the Lung~cheng meeting." According to YEN SmH-1rn1

> the 
princes were said ~o have kept themselves within their headquarters all 
the. time,. and never again attended the Lung-cheng festival. ·From the 
text it is "clea~ that it was a rule for the important ~siung-nu prin·c·es. 
such as Tso-hsien-wang and Yu-ku-li-wang to· atterid the grand festiva.l 
at Lung-cheng in the nfth month of the year, but the two princes, bearing 
a grudge against ~heir Emperor because Of their failure·· to·· succ_eed to 
the _throne themselves, plotted a rebellion and never attended the Lung
ch~eng meeting. _ A second passage is in the II0-ii-han-shi1}l, which says.: 
"in the 22nffyear (of Chien-wu ~lft, 46 A.D.) the Hsiung-nu Shan-yii. by 
name of Yu ~ died and was succeeded on the throne by his son Tso
hsien-wai1g Wu-ta-ti-hou J~ ~m: ~- He also died arid was succeEided by 
his brother .,.Tso-hsien-wang' P'u-nu fffi f!X. (.Jih-chu-wai1g 13 ~ ~) Pi .It 
who had beeri unable to ascend the throne, bore a grudge against the· 
Sha;4~yu .......... Pi secretly dispatch_ed a. Chinese- na,med Kuo Heng 
;!J~ ~- ·to the Han Emperor. and presen.ted him with a map of the 
Hsiung-nu Empire. In. the· 23rd · year'. )he messenger,· came to the 
Chinese governor of Hsi-ho 1ffl M and. info~med him of Pi's wish _to 
surrender to f(an. The two Ku-tu-hou :it 1~1~, · ·getting an inkling _of 
the plot; reveale.d it to the Hsiung-nu · Shan-yii on the occasion when 
they were assembled for the dragon festival of _·the fifth month, s~yirig, 
'Ao-chien Jih-chu ~-El~ (Pi) has lately __ been contemplating some 
.evil. If· you .do not kill him, he is going to disturb the country.' 
Pi's brother Chan-chiang Wang :®r ~ £, who was then in the Shan-yi.i.'s 
tent, heard of it, and hasterrnd to report it to his broth~r. Pi was 
frightened, and in command of an army of sornes _forty or tifty, thousand 
belopging to the eight southern tribes under his :r;nle,_ awaited the re-

1) Han-shu, Chap. 96, Hsiung~nu~chuai:t, Note.· 
2) Hou-han-shii, Chap. 119, Nan Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
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turn to their territories of· the two Ku-tu-hou to kill them. The i{u

tu-hou learning the plan just before they met. the forces of PiJ fled and 
reported it to the Shan-yu.'' A third passage is again found in the 

Hoii-han-8hii1
). '' An-kuo !Ji: ii became the Shan-yu in the 5th year of 

Ynng-yuan ;1k ft (93 A.D.). Prior to this time, he had been the Tso-

hsien-wang, but without any good reputation to his credit. On the 

,other hand, the Tso-ku-li-wang Shih-tz(1 erii ~, brave and wise by na

ture, was loved by the former Shan-yu and others·. Often, in com
mand of an army, he marched outside the Great Vil alls, and attacked 
the headquarters of the Northern Hsiung-nu, being rewarded on his 

return. The Han Emperor also bestowed special favour upon him. 

Accordingly he was respected by the countrymen throughout the Em
})ire: The people, on the other hand, refused to become attached to 
An-kuo, · who then became· envious and wished to get rid of Shih-tzu 
.......... An-kuo was crowned Shan-yii and Shih-tzu was promot.ed to 

be Tso-hsien-wang. Shih-tzu, 'learning of the plot to kill him on the 

part of the Shan-yu in co-operation with the newly-subjugated Hsiung'" 
nu, remained within the Chinese border of vVu-yii.an· 1i. !]¥(, and under 

pretence of illness never werit to Lung-cheng, where the Shan-yii sum

moiied a meeting for the discussion of affairs of state." Such a high

ranked prii1ce as Shih-tz11 • was of course bound to attend the Lung

cheng festFval, but fearing the intrigue of the Shan-yii to kill him, he 

avoided the meeting. Not only the Hsiung-nu prir1ces and high offie1als 
who were related· to the Hsiung-nu Shan-yu by blood, were thus re

quired to attend the Grand Festival at. Lung-ch'eng, but also other 
. . 

kir1gs, who were of a different race, appear to have attended the festi-

vals so long as they remained under the· rule of the Hsiung-nu Em.:. 
peror, as can be seen in a passage· from the Han-shii2

\ :which reads: 

"The Wu-sun who had once submitted to the rule of the Hsiung-nu, 
later ceased to consent to the summons of the Shan-yu, when they be
came powerful enough, even though they were still subject to the 

Hsiung-nu Shan-yii." The Vlu-sun, who were of Turkish stock, be-

1) Hou-lwn-shu, Chap. 119, Nan-Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
2) Ilan-shu,, Chap. 66 b, Si-yii-chuan. 
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haved thetnselves as subject to· the Hsiung-nu emperor as long as they 
were not sufficiently strong, and doubtless attended the Lung-ch'eng 
festivals, but once they got powerful and became· an independent ·na
tion, they stopped obeying the Imperial summons. 

As has been seen from the quotations above, the Hsiung-nu princes 
and high. officials were under an obligation to assemble at the court of 
the Shan-yii for the three festivals of· the New Year, Spring and Au-. 
tumn, particularly the Autumn festival at Lung-ch'eng, and those who 
disobeyed the summoris, were regarded as disloyal subjects or insurgents. 
The attendance of a Hsiung;.nu subject at the festivals, therefore, ·im
plied not only his piety toward the gods, but his political allegiance to 
the Shan~yfi. For the Hsiung-nu, who based their polity upon the 
unity of their religion and state, no institutions were· more necessary 
than these three festivals for the unification of the nation; The uame 
of the shan-yu ~ T in the Hsiung-nu language represents, as. will be
explained later, the infinite immensity of heaven, corresponding to the 
Chinese· tittle of the huang-ti ~ 1if. Again ·the Hsiung-nu appellation 
of the ch'eng-li-kiL-t'ti 1'1 ~ f}Jl~ (Tangri-kotu) referring to the Hsiung-hu 
emperor, means the son of Heaven, and corresponds to the .Chinese 
name t'ien-izii 'x.. -=f-. In vievv of the fact that Mao-tun Shan-yii re
ferred to himself, in his letters to Wen-ti of Han, as ''the Great Hsiung-nu 
Emperor installed by Heaven," and that Lao-shang Shan-yu used to call 
hirnself, "the Gr.eat Hsiung-nu Emperor installed by Heaven and Earth 
and born of the Sun and Moon," the eligibility of a Hsiung-nu for the 
throne was thought to consist in the special call from Heaven to the· 
office, just as in the case of a Chinese emperor. The Shan-yii's festival 
of Heaven-worship at Lung-ch'eng was, therefore, a state ceremony of a. 
nature similar to those ceremonies of the· chiao-ssu ~~~ ffiE, and jeng:.ch 'an 

i-Ui which the Chinese emperors observed for worship of Heaven and 
Earth. There is reason to believe that the ceremony of Heaven-worship 
in Hsiung-nu was a privilege granted only to the Shan-yii, just as the· 
rite of the sarJ1·e nature in China was a privilege enjoyed only by the 
t'ien-tzu or the emperor, and never granted. to a subject. If Hsiu-t'u. 
·wang, who was a mere prince enfeo:ffed in a corner of the Ho-hsi, did 



obse;rve the ceremony, as wa~, definitely desc:i;ibed in the Shih-chi and 
Han-sh,11,, it must be regarded as, prest1mptuous and :extraordinary con-
duct on the pa.rt __ of the ____ prince, _and needs sorrte explanation.. Three 
explanations have been offered. The first is: the Hsiung-nu . emperor
probably gave th<:J privilege solely to Hsiu-t'u Wang. According to a 
:Second explanation, Hsiu-t'u Wang, imitating the Shan-yu, . himself 
:assumed the privilege from self-confidence·· in his power. The third 
theory is that the Hsiung.-nu polity was a feudal system, and just as . 

' 

there w~re: princes under the Shan~yu, so there were vassals under each 
princt} .. It was ·probably in a manner .similar to . that by which the 
Shan-yii _ rttled the princes through the: stf;tte festival at Lung-ch'eng, 
that Hsiu-t'u Wang tried to rule the people of his· territory, through 
some -festival of a similar nature but .on· a smaller scale. The ·'last ex
planf;ttion seems best to fit_ iri the circumstances, but none the less it 
must still be regarded as_ a presmnp~uous act -on his part that Hsiu-t'u 
Wang made use of the metal ·statues on·: the occasion of. the ceremony, 
as this practice was not found even -at' thy,., state cereinony' at· Lu:i:1g
ch'eng. · It shows of course dn the other hand, that Hsit-i~t'u-:wang had 
great influence and v~st wealth. 

It is -not conceivable that, although they" had the- abiiity to· :organize 
:a state, the Hsiung:.11.u co11Jd' manufacture suc_h . big 1netal'· statues as· 
those in q·uestion, _,_because they were ( ori'ginally) a nomadic people .still 
in ari uncivilised· state: wandering about the Mongolian steppe. Most 
scholars are agreed that the metal statues were probably of foreign· 
niake,. and further, · if they were imported from abroad; the deities r~
presented' by the statues roust be of foreign ·origin. Another thing to 
notice is that Hsiu:-t'u Wang was the only Hsiung-nn prince to make 
use of- ~lie metal sta.tues .for\ the ceremony of. Heaven-worship; iri spite of 
there being in.any other - princes throughout the erdpire. · The -- reasOn 
was probably, I am. inclined to believe, that the' geographical· position 
,of his territory allowed the development of the:special situation. Accord
ing to :the Shv,-chi-ng1\ the Ho-hsi region belonged to Yung-chou ~fl'I, 

. 1) · 811.u-ching, Chapter of Yii-kung. 
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and the Ch'u-sou ~ ft and the Kun-lun ~ ~ who occupied the district, 
once made tribute of the precious stones known as chiu-lin J}H!t a1id 
lang-kan 3:N. ;ff to the Chinese emperor. Again, according to the Kru,an
tziJ/l, there are indications that the,Yu-shih ~~ and theKun-lunwho 
inhabited the region, imported to China proper respectively white · pi 

. s ~, and chii1-li-n and lang-kan. From these facts it can be imagined 
that the barbarian tribes of the Ho-hsi had from· ancient times a close 
connection with China· proper and communimited with each other. 
Once· Shih-huang-ti of 0h'in built the Great Wall, the Ho-hsi region 
lying west of Lan-chou was removed from immediate Chinese influences. 
However, cultural intercourse could not be checked politically, and the 
Ho-hsi remained as· ever the important· corridor of the east-west com
munications. The lVei-shii2

) gives an account of many Sogdian mer
chants, who were made captives by Emperor T'ai-wu of the ·wei 
Dynasty when he defeated the 0hu-ch'u rlf.~~ and captured the,Ku
tsang ftti ~ castle. Thus .it' the Ho-hsi, especially Liang-chou, was a 
district, where many Chinese and people of the Western Region flocked 
together and exchanged commercial goods,· as well mingling their cul
tures, there is no wonder that Hsiu-t'u Wang who held the region under 
his rule should have used some metal statues of foreign make for the 
ceremony of Heaven-worship. 

What the metal statues of Hsiu-t'u Wang were is an old question, 
about which there have been divergent opinions, nor c·an agreement be 
reached yet among scholars. MENG K'ANG ~ ~ of the Three Kingdoms 
Period, commenting on the passag~ in the Hcm-shii, Hsiung-nu-chuan, 
where the metal statue in question is mentioned, says, "The Hsiung-nu's 
place of Heaven-worship was originally situated at the foot of Mt. Kan
ch'uan-shan irt Yun-yang * ~9.; it J~ Ill; ·but was removed to the former 
territory of I-Isiu-t'u Wang after the Hsiung"7nu were defeated by Ch'in 
and deprived of the origirial site of worship. That is why Hsiu. t'u W arig 
had obtained the metal statt1es for Heaven-worship."3

l The author of 

1) Kuan-t zu, ifi]!1l[l;lfl ~/\ -i-
2) Wei-slrn, Chap. 102, Si-yli-chuan 
3) Han-shu, Chap. 94, Hsiung-nu-chuan; Note. 
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the Shih-chi-chi-chieh .!1:. ~c ~ fff(:1) makes reference to the Han-sln.l-yin-i 

~It~~, but only repeats what MENG K'ANG said on the subject, ex

cept for the additional remark that the metal statues are ' chii' ± :for 

Heaven.:.worship. The 8hih-chi.-su-yin2
) says, according to WEI CHAO 

~ aH, that the Hsiung-nu manufactured the metal statues and ma.de 

them the 'clui' for thei1~ Heaven-worship." The Shih-chi mentions, in a . 

note, as the opinion of Ju'CHuN :tm :;if., that the Hsiung-nu manufactured 

the statues as the 'chii' for their Heaven-worship. Again the Han-shii, 

Biographies of Wei Ch'ing and Ho Ch'u-ping, quotes, in a note, .Tu 

CHUN as saying, "For their Heaven-worship the Hsiung-irn made the 

metal statues the ' chu '.'' The 'chii ' referred to in these passages 

means something 1nodelled after the Heavenly God, something sym

bolising the Heavenly God. So it happened that such scholars of the 

Three Kingdoms Age as ME.NG K'ANG, WEI CHAO and Ju CHUN inter

preted the metal statues as images of the Heavenly God, regarding this 

latter as the native god of the Hsiung-nu. - However, there were some 

scholars who regarded the rnetal statues as the images of Buddha, as 

can be seen in the Shih-chi-su-yln,3
) "According to CHANG YEN ~I~, 

the Buddhists worshipped the metal statues." This remark of CHANG 

YEN is rather vague -and may be lacking in precise meaning, but T'sm 

HAO 1M tJr of the Wei Period definitely believed' that the n:ietal statues 

were inrnges of Buddha. "In the Hsiurig-nu festival," says he, "they 

made the metal statues the ' chu,' which are the images of Buddha of 

today." This view apparently won favour among the scholars of the 

Northern and Southern ·Dynastic Period, as the· TVei-shii, Shih-lao

chuan fer.~ 11J:, says : "During the Yuan-sh01..i Era of Wu-ti of the 

Han Dynasty, General Ho Ch'u-ping was dispatched on an expedition 

against the Hsiung-nu. Ho Ch'i.1.:.pfr1g reached Kao-lan ~ ii and passed 

Chu-yen and 'killed many Hsi~1ng-nu. Then Hun-ya Wang,.murdering 

Hsiu.-t'u Wang and leading 50,000 troops of the murdered prince in 

addition to his own, came to surrender to the Han general, who cap-

1) Shih-chi, Chap. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan, Note. -
2) Ibid. 
3) Sfi,ih-chi, Chap. 111, Wei-chiang-chiin-chuan, Note.· 
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tured also the metal statues from the Hsiung:-nu. Taking the metal 
statues which stood.. more than 1 chang high to be the images of some 
major deities, the Han Emperor placed them .in the Kan-ch'iian Palace 
and .burned incense before and paid hotriage to them, but did not· oh
serve the· usual. Chinese style of worship; S11ch was the manner in 
which Buddhism first began to spread." This pttss?,ge in the: Wei~shit, 
was derived, as T, · FuJI!A pointed out, from the Han-wu.-ku-shih 
~ iEt tit JJ, and was originally worde·d ' they did not use any cattle and 
sheep' in stead of 'they did not observtJ the usual style: of worship,' 
and was ~lso without the 111st. passage referring to the spread of Budd
hism. The whole passage was gerierally based. upon the· Shi.h-chi, 
Hsiung-nu:-chuan, and Wei-chiang-chiin-chuan, both of which, however, 
fix the date i7hen. the Har1 · troops seized the metal statues as ,the spring 
of the· 2rid year of Yiian-shoit,, and the· date wh.eri Run-ya Wang 
surrendered to. Han as the autumn of the year, instead of treating 
the two happenings as simultaneQus as in the Wei-shu,. which is of 
course wrong.· Again, there is found no allusion in the Shih~chi nor 
in the Han-sMi to the Kan-ch'iian Palace, where, according to the Wei
shu, the metal statues were placed by the Han emperor, but the · des
cription was m9st probably derived from tl:te. Han-shi'1,,, •Ti-li_-chih1

\ 

where reference is made to the shrine. of the metal statues on Mt .. Ka11.
ch'i1an .shan. The pa$sage referring, to the height of the statues as 
more than 1 chang high,. before which the Emperor burned incense 
and paid homag~,. i~ a pure fabrication, no passage .corresponding to 
which can be found in the Shih-chi. or in the Han-shu., Thus through 
the Periods of the Three KingdomS' and the. Northern and Southern 
Dynasties down to the period of the T'ang Dy~asty, the metal. statues 
were regarded as Bud<lhistic· images, and in the period of the T'ang 
Dynasty, even such a great s~vant as YEN, SmH-KU was under the in:
:fluence of the tradition:=tl interpretation when he said, "They, manu
facturing metal statues, made them the 'chn' of the Heavenly God and 
worshipped them." 2

l It is rather natural that from the T'ang, Period 

l) Han-shu, Chap. 28, Ti-li-chih, Yi.i.n-yang-hsien. 
2) Han-shn, Chap. 95, Hsiung-nu-chuan; Note. 
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down to the present time, both Chinese and Japa~1ese scholars regarded 

the metal statues as Buddhistic images and never doubted it, although 

it is rather surprising that ~uch a great orientalist of today as P. 

PELLIOT in Europe once adopted the' theory.1
) ' He once regarded the 

Hsiung-nu as of the Turkish race, bt1t now that he is rather inclined 

to. regard them Mongolians, no doubt he has revised his old view. In 

Japan some scholars have· recently come to take up the critical position, 

renouncing· the traditional theo(y of the metal statues, which is still 

upheld by some, for instance, T. HAYASHIYA.2
> 

The appearance of the new interpretatio1i of the metal statues. by 

sorn.e .Japanese scholars is the result of. the gr~wth and development of 

oriental and Bucldhistic studies here. In an article entitled 'On the 

]_l;Jetal Stat'lies of Hsi'li-t'ti Wang ,3
J R. HADANI declared that the metal 

statues of Hsiu-t'u Wang were not · Buddhistic images. To sum up 

his views on the subject, the Buddhistic images do not appear either 

among the bas-reliefs on the stone walls of the Ta-chiao-ssii Temple * 1llt ~ 
at Buddhagaya built by King Asoka, or among the sculptures on the 

stone walls or stone gates at Bhrhiit and Sanchi built in the first or 

secoi1d century before Christ, where they might rather be expected to 

appear. Later on, for the first time, ir1 the Gandhara artthat arose 

at Peshawar and neighbourhood, some Buddhistic images did appear. 

It ·was about the :first or the second century that the Gai1dhara art 

reached, its maturity, so that the origin of this style of art can not be 

fixed earlier than the •first century before Christ. I,t is inconceivable 

therefore that the metal statues ,vhich the Han army seized from the 

Hsiung-nu, could be any Buddhistic images. The argument is self

evident, and, I ·believe, completely shatters the traditional theory. The 

next question then is, whence were the statues brought to the Hsiung

nu, and what deity did they represent.? HADANr's answer is: that 

even though these statues were clearly not Buddhistic images, they re-

1) BEFEO, 1906, p. 392. 

_ 2) HAYASHIYA, The Eastward Spread of Buddhism 11H:kJR1{vi~fc01iff~ (Gendai Buk
kyo ~t'?:-f!ifJf:k. 1929-30). · 

3) HADANI, Qn the l,fetal Statue,q of .f-fs,i,u:t'u T'Vang f,i(,/f.:E.0~A1'c-"0v'-C, (Shirin, 1918). 
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1Jresented iuost probaply some deity worshipped in India; whence the 
statues were brought to Bactria, thence to · the Hsiufrg-nu. through the 
hands of the Ta"'yueh-shih * l:J Ex:. However, I · cannot agree with this 
view, which in my opinion has· many defects. The Indians had manjr 
deities, which roughly may be divided into the ,Brahrnanic gods and 
the Buddhist;ic gods. · As to Buddhism, it developed into a world re-. . 

ligion of the Mahayana form, 1:1,s the result of its contact with the alien 
peoples· and cultures around the north-western frontier of India. Hav.:. 
ing thus secured a universal· nature, Buddhism could spread to other 
sections of Asia, while Brahmanisn:1, iri an effort to counteract the 
growing influences of Buddhism, assimilated, the_ various go"ds of the 
native, religions of India, and tenp.ecl accordingly to become the more 
national in its character. Therefore while Buddhism was spreading out 
to various lands from the country of its birth, irrespective of riationali
ties, Brahmanism could never advance beyond its homeland by even 
one inch. During the course of more than ten long centuries, when_ 
Budd~ism had been continually making its way eastward through 
Central Asia, the other Indian religion never made .an appearance out
side its own country.· It is· absolutely inconceivable therefore. that so 
~arly as the· second century before Christ, when Buddhism with all its 
cosmopolitan elements· had not yet reached the land of the Hsiung-nu, 
the extremely national religion of Brahmanism could ever have made 
its appearance there. ;\!though the elate carinot be ascertained when 
the Ta-yu.eh-shih destroyed the Ta-hsia * J[ or the Bactrians, yet 
judging from the texts in the Shih-chi and Han-shii, it is probable 
that about the year 1·21 B.C. the Ta-yueh~shih had just moved up to 
the region from the T'ien-shan Mountains, and apparently was still 
leading· a nomadic life. Therefore, whatever religion might have been 
found on the spot, it is still doubtful if they could be in. any position 
to adopt it. Again, in view of the fact that the Ta-yueh-shih cherished 
feelings of ernnity against the Hsiung-nu because not 1011g ago they 
had been deprived of their territory by the latter, it is simply impossi
ble that the Ta-yueh-shih might have communicated their religion and 
given their sacred statues to the Hsiung-nu. I ·agree with. HADANI 
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m his denunciation of the view of SHiN CH'IN-HAN it it fl, author of 

the Han-shu-s·1..i-cMng ~ w iEfE ~ regarding the. metal stati.1es of Hsiu-t'u 
Wang as the images of the Indian deity Mahashura or Ta .. tzu-tsai-t'ien * ~ ~ X, but as to the remainder of his view, I cannot subscribe to it. 

As one _of those who were 6pposed to the- .traditional theory of the 

metal · statues regarding them as the images of Buddha, I had long 

been working on the hypothesis tha~ the deity represented· by the 
metal statues might be sorne deity worshipped in the Western Region, 

wheh I came across the following passage in the Siii-shii, 1
) Hsi-yu-chuan, 

Ts'ao-kuo lf if (Ura-tu pa) : "There is a god named Te-hsi q~ ~, whom 

an nations east of the· Western Sea worship. The god is represented 

by a metal image; The chin~p'o-lo ~EBl ~ measures fifteen feet in 
width and the height is proportional to the width. They worship him 
by offering daily five camels, ten horses, and a hundred shcep~such 
an· amount of meat that even one thousand people could not consume 

it.'' Judging by reason that it could not be any Buddhistic -deity be-

. cause it was worshipped by the offering of animals, I concluded then 

that the deity must be the 11estar worshipped by the Irans, natives of 

the Western Region, and also inferring from the fact that the mer
chants of the Western Region -used to live in Ho-hsi, I further con

cluded that the Iran rrtetal statues must be of the same nature in 
origin as those of Hsiu:-t'u Wang's, having no connection whatever 

with the metal statues cast by Shih-huang-ti of Oh'in. This opinion of 

mine was published in the T8y6-gakuh8, Volume 14, No. 4, pp. 492-

502. A re-exeniination of _the subject, however, made me begin to feel 

doubtful of the justifiability of connecting: the metal statues of the Han 

Period with those of the S:Lli Period, with all the gap of more than 

seven hundred years b~tween. Again this doubt was deepened when I 
came across a pg,ssage in the Shih..:chi2

i to the effect that the Ta-y~an 

* Ji! (Ferghana l did not know the art of minting coin or making metal 
vessels by casting, until some Chinese messengers or -refugees taught 

them the art of making weapons by casting. "Then the Ta-yuan 

1) Swi-shu, Chap. 83, Hsi-yli-chuan. 
2) Shih-chi, Chap. 123, Ta-ylian-chuan. 
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obtained gold and silver from China and began to make ve~sels of 

them, . although they never made use of thein for minting coin." Thus 

if the art of metallurgy had not yet been sufficiently developed among-the 

Ta-yuan people, who were of. the sa1n.e Iran stock as the Ta~hsia * ~ 
(Bactriarrs) and the Su-te ~tr-.r- (Sogdians), and were then living in the 

regions adjacent to the two other tribes, it becomes difficult to believe 

that the metal statues were imported to the Hs~ung-nu from these re,. 

gions; · I was forced · therefore to. suspect that if: the metal st~tues of 

Hsiu-:t'u Wang were not any · Buddhistic images n_or any J> ersian · deities, 

they must have been imported to the Hsiung~nu from China proper, 

which is the only plausible--interpretation left, and that they . might 

.have some conrietion with the· metal statues cast by Shih:.huang-ti of 

the Oh'in Dynasty. Then I found the secret for solving the problem 

in the · following : prose:.poem entitled " Kan-ch'uan-fu " it ~ ~ by 

YANG HsIUNG mm, poet of the Former Han Dynasty, to which I had 

·never paid much :itt~ntion _before. 

::fil' A 1r: k, ;M; * ~ lill1 %, * • k ;W; wtU@?-, m 71: Iii z. ~J1ill %., ~ ~ 7t z ·w 
k, ~ 1i¥ '& Z}~li] %, ~ i( ~ Z ~•-ffi$. 

The translation, riot exactly word for· word, will read something 

like this: 

"The metal statues look brave and vigorous, holding up bell:.and

hangers- high in their hands. _ On their bodies are dragon-like scales, 

shining and glowing all aroni-:td. The- Imperial palace is likened to the 

,celestial court of the Hsuan-pu, and the :metal statues represent the 

power of the· 'P'ai"'i." 

The motive for. the composition of the prose-poem is described· by 

YANG.HsrnNG himself in the preface to the poem. He says: "During the 

reign of Emperor Hsiao Oh'eng ~ ~ a certain man, praising my style, 

-compared it to that of Ssr1-ma Hsiang-ju ~ .m ffl f.m. On hearing. of it, 
when the Emperor was about to celebrate the suburban festival of Heaven 

-on the Kan-ch'uan"shan Hill, and the festival of the Earth of Fen-yin ta-~ 
in the hope of having an heir to the throne,. he summoned me . to the 

Oheng-ming ·51( l:IJJ Palace and ordered me to acco111pany His Majesty in the 

:forthcoming tour. · In the first month of the year, I accon:1panied the 
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Emperor to Mt. Kan-ch'iian-shan, and after returning home I submited 
to the throne the Eulogy of the ·Kan-ch'i.ian Palace describing the scene· 
of the festival." The first month mentioned in the preface· is· the first. 
month of the 4th year of· Yiing~shi1i 71, tii (13 B.C.), as is seen from 
the text of the- Hadi-shu, Cheng-ti-chi1>: "In the. first month of the 
year,. the· E1nperor went to the- Kan-ch'uan Palace, and celebrated the 
sLtburban fest:ival." The particnlar rnotiye of the festival consisted, as is. 
stated in YANG's preface, in the hope of obtaini1ig an he.ir to the throne .. 
The note to the above pfLssage also states: "As the Emperor could not. 
have an heir by Empress Chang Fei-yen ~.IH~ ~~, he went to the Kan
ch'iian Palace to celebrate a festival in the hope of having an heir." 

Since it is mentioned in the Kan-ch'uan-fu by YANG HsruNG, the 
presence of . the metal' statues in the Kan-ch'uan palace· on the oc
casion must be a positive fact, because the author meant, in ·the prose
poem, to describe the actual scene of the festival in the palace as 
personally witnessed by him. The only question is, whether the metal 
stat~1es were especially cast f~r enshrinement. in the Kan-ch'ii.an palace 
by Emperor Oh'eng-ti or some other emperor; whether they were trans
ferred to the palace from some other place. where they had been placed 
hitherto; or whether they were imported from abroad. There is no 
allusion to these metal statues· in any books published during the Han 
Period, but a note attached later to the Han-shu2

) says, "There are (in 
Yun-yang Hsien) the metal statues of Hsiu-t'u Wang and three shrine~ 
dedicated _to the god of Ohing-lu @! Ji!.% ffi$." From this it may at once• 
be reasoned that in view of the fact that the metal statues are mentioned 
in the note side ~y side with the name of Hsiu-t'u Wang, and also are 
refer~ed to alongside of the name of the deities which are believed to, 
be the deities wo~shipped by the Hsiung-nu, the metal statues mentioned 
in the note are probably identical with the metal statues of Hsiu-t'u 
Wang in question. However, a doubt presents itself on the other hand 
that since Emperor Kao-tsu of Han is known to have kept intact the• 
twelve metal statues cast by Shih-huang-ti of Oh'in when the Han_ 

I) .Han-shn, Chap. 10, Ch'eng-ti-chi nx1ifta . 
. 2) Jicin-shu, Chap. 28, Ti-li-chib. 
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Emperor· overthrew the Oh'in Empire, the statues of the Kan-ch'iian 

palace might not have been among the group of the twelve statues. 

However, before we can establish t be identity of the metal statues of the 

Kan-ch'iian palace· with those of Hsiu-t'u Wang we are considering, it 

will be necessary to locate and trace the metal statues cast by Shih

huang-ti from the place where they were first located by the old writers 

to the final place of finding where they were last located. The Han
shii1) says, "In the first month (of the first year of Kan-lii, it a, i. e. 

53 B. 0.) the Emperor visited the Kan-ch'i..i.an palace and celebrated the 

suburban festival at the T'ai-chih ~ Ill-~. In the summer of the year a 

yellow dragon appeared in Hsin-feng ~fr !I: and also the copper statues 

with bell-and~han·gers in the palaces of Chien-chang @; ~, Wei-yang 
$: :9c and Oh'ang:.lo :R ~, grew hair on their bodies about one inch 

long. This was regarded as a good omen." It can be learned from 

this that in the reign of Emperor Hsiian-ti the metal statues of Shih
huang-ti were found enshrined in the three palaces of Chien-chang, 

Wei-yang, and Oh'ang-lo. In another section2
\' we are told: "(In the 

2nd year of Ti-hiiang :f;lft ~) Wang Mang 3:: # dreamt about five of the 

metal statues· in the Oh'ang-lo palace standing up. He disliked the 

dream, and, recalling the inscription on the _statues that contained the 
words, 'We (Emperor Shih-huang-ti himself) could achieve tp.e unifica

tion of the country for the first time in history', made his artisans 

chisel the sentence out of the surface of the copper statue about which 

he dreamt." It is clear then that there were at lea~t as many as five 
copper statues in the Oh'ang-lo palace. We read also in the Shih
ch'i-cheng-i : "The San-pu,-chiu-shih .=: i/fm 1i ~ 3

) says, Shih-huang-ti col

lected all the arms in the country, and had twelve coppe~ statues cast 
out of them. Each of the statues weighed 240.000 cliin. During the 

Han Period they were found in front of the gate of the Oh'ang-lo 
palace." Again the Yu-hai 3: 1fi.E citing the the same book, states that 

the Han emperor removed all the chin-ti :ili: a:k (metal statues) cast by 
Shih-huang-ti and placed them in front of the Ta-hsia-tien Hall* Jt·~ 

1) Han-shii, Chap. 10, Chiao-ssu-chih ~llffilI~-
2) Han-shu, Chap. 99b, ·wang Mang-chuan. 
3) Shih-chi, Chap. 6, Ch'in-Shih-huang-ti-pen-chi. 
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-of. the <Jh'ang-lo palace." From these statements it is conceivable that 
· all .the metal statues ofShih-huang-ti were assembled in the Ch'ang-lo 

palace· after the em of Hsifan.:ti. in the. Han Period. · The H.si-tu~fii or 

th,e Eulogy of the Western Metropolis by PAN Ku, however, hasa 
slightly ."different account of- the metal statues, stating that. the bell~and:,, 

hangers. (of .the metal statues) were _·set in the inner court, while the 
metal. statues themselves were placed in front of' the palace gate. Ac,. 
Mrding. to t:b.is prose-poem, the metal statues themselves and their bell
a.nd~hanger$> were apparently· separated,·and placed in _different places, 

but this interpretatfort does not, 'as. will be shown:. later' accord with the 
actual. circumstances. The: pro.se-poem does not niention in which 

palace the metal statues were placed, but _it 'is dear it vvas somewhere 
in Oh'ang:-an. As to the later history of the metal statues of Shih
huang.:ti. there are sev~ral versions. F'irst according to the Wctir~chihP, 

' Ttrng Cho jr ~-destroyed-all the· nietal statues· and- fi.ve7chii coins ~ i# 
. tJ, and turned them info a small kind of coin; The Shih.:.chi-cheng-i 

citing the. same·•.TVei'"chih st~teS on ·tlie other hand ;that.theme~al statues 
. . - . 

were .destroyed, and sfoall coiti was '1ninted out·. of them as well as 
copper ores. Then; ,ve are iold fo the·· Kuan-chiing-ohi ~ffl i:J=t ia that 

Tung Cho: destroyed ten of the twelve metal statues,·Jeaving two intact, 
~nd::. remOv·~d· th~ two to the' inside' of the Ch'ing iner'l m M gate.' 'Wheh 

·,' Empetor Ming-ff"of the we{: dynJsty Was: about: to :go to Lo-yang, he 
wished . to . bring . the two ~vi th • him and -: had theni transported as far ·as, 

Pa~ch'eng ~ ~-, ~hefo, hoW~ver, he· was obliged tb leave them because 
·of their excessive -weight. · · Later bn -S~ik Chi-I Ling ~ :f:W~. reinoved -
them to Yeh l~ ; and· Fu Chieri• # ~- agairi brought thein to Ch 'ang-ah 

and melted ih~m. According to these statements, the number of. the 
. ~ . 

rhetal statues destroyed by Tung Cho . was ten, and the remaining two 
were left intact ; these ;Shih ChHung 'or Shih Hu :fi m. removed to Yeh 
ai~d Fu Chien brought them _back to Ch'ang-an to melt. LI TAo:.YUAN 

I~ ig Jt2>, however; · describing the history of the _ metal statues cast by 

Shih-huang~ti, gives a slightly dtfferent account of the story. He says : 

1) 8an-kuo-chih, Chap. 6, Tung-Cho-chuan. 
2) Shni-ching-clw, Chap. 4. 
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" Later Tung Cho destroyed nine of the metal statues and turned them 
into coin, leaving three of them untouched. Ming-ti of the Wei- dynasty 
:wished to remove the three. statues to Lo-yang and had them transported 

as far. as a point w.est of the Pa. River, where he was obliged to leave 

them because of the heavy weight. According to the Han-shvr:.ch'un-ch'iii 

~-~ ;&(, one version has it that they stopped the transportation of the 

inetal statues because they were found to be weeping. Later, ~hih Hu 

took and removed .them to his palace at Yeh and again Fu Chien 

removed to Ch'ang-an and destroyed them by turning them into coin, 

leaving one of the three statues intact. When there was an uprising 

against Fu Chien, the farmers took· and threw this single statue into 
the River- Shan-pei ~}t.~~ M. Thus disappeared all the metal statues." 

According to this account, the number of the metal statues destroyed 

by Tung Cho was nine, and not ten, but the account is seemingly less 
pure on account of · some fabrication of a later period. The former 
versions seeni to me preferable to the -1ast. 

With no. record found of any metal statues having been cast during 
the Han period from Emperor Kao.;tsu to Ch'eng:-ti, and so long as it 

cannot be established that any metal statues cast by Shih-huang-ti of 

Ch'in were transferred to the Kan-ch'iian palace, it may be inferred 

that the metal statues which YANG HsruNG witnessed .at the Kan-ch'uan 

palace were identical with the metal statues of Hsin-t'u Wan~, which 
were removed to the palace ir1 some way, sometime after having pass~d 
out of the hands of Hsiu-t'u ,Vang. , The question then· is, where was 

it manufactured, and what did it represent? The answer is, I believe, 
found in the following _line from the Eulogy of the Kan-ch'uan palace by 

YANG HsruNG above quoted: "~Aft .2c ~ 5ldJ 1t %." A certain edition 

of the Wen-hsuan 3t ~ has ' ft ' instead of ' H: .2c '. The note of the 
Wen-hsuan on the passage ,remarks, "According to Lu YEN-CHI g.~ 
~, ft is an adjective representing vigour and bravery. Therefore, the 

passage is a description of the vigOTous and br~ve-looking metal statue, 

which is embellished with dragon scales and is represented in the form 

of carrying bell-and-hanger on its back." "Li SHAN $ ~ says," the 

Wen-hsuan states again, " 'according to the Shany-shu-chuan iliH!= 1!: by 
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K'uNG AN-KUO fL !Ji: 11, 1t -2s is an adjective representing vigour and' 

bravery'." It seems to me that the. view · taken in the notes above, 

treating the metal statue as carryin_g the bell-and-hanger on its back, 

is not an adequate one if judged from the standpoint of the meaning 
of the verb·'~' (to support), and the technical standpoint of the design. 

Was not the expressio:i:-1 meant to represent the metal statue· in such 

manner and pose as to support the bell-and-hangers high in its hand; 
as is often r·epresented in paintinge, a:nd sculptures? So interpreted, the 

brave and vigorous aspect of the statue could be well realized. Was it 

not the method adopted by the artisans of the Oh'in Period in. the 

manufacture of metal statues, to treat the figure and the bell~and-hanger 
together as a unit.y2 .. Regar_ding. .. this ___ point, .$ays the Shih-chi1

): " (In the 

26th year) Shih-huang-ti of Ch'i11 brought all the arms of the country 
to Han-yang ffe,Ui, and melting them, had twelve bell-and-hangers and 

metal statues cast, and placed them in the palace." Referring to the same 
subject, CHIA I Jl fili: says 1.n the Kiw-ch'iri:-lwi ~ ~t~2

): "Bringing all 

the arms of the country to Han-yang, Shih-hvang~ti melted the 'halberds 
and had bell-and-hangers ca~t, and thus was able to get twelve metal stat
ues made." There is something unintelligible in both of these statements. 

Regarding the Shih~chi text, what is· definitely meant by the passage, 

' Shih-huang-ti .... had twelve bell-and-hangers arid metal statues made'? 

Had he. twelve bell-and:.hangers and also twelve metal statues made i 
twelve sets of bell-and-hangers and metal · statues, treating the bell-and
hangers and the ni.etal statues as composite• groups; or twelve articles, 

cm.in.ting the bell-and-hangers and the metal statues as separate and 
independent articles'? If as· in the Kuo-ch/in,-lun text, the bell-and

hangers were manufactured- by melting the halberds, that which could 

be enumerated -was the beH-and-hangers, an.cl . not the metal statues, 

whereas the text enumerates the metal statues. The one way to construe 
the text in a consistent manner is to regard the' bell-and-hanger and 

the metal statue as one composition, but is this interpretation permis

sible from the text? It is needless to add that the metal statues were 

1) . Shih-chi, Chap. 6, Shih-huang-ti-pen-chi. 
2) Kuo-ch'in-lun, · A .. 
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of copper; but of what is the bell-and-hanger made ? Regarding the 
meaning of the 'chung and chu ~ ~' or the bell-and-hanger, T. Fu
JITA came across the following interpretations by different writers :1) 

1.) The Shih-ching, Mao's Commentary, Note on hsii m: "The 
perpendicular part is called hsii ~- and the horizontal part hsiln if:'uJ." 
CHENG HsuAN lr ":k adds to this· comme'nt the following words: "The 
hsii and hsi&n are the hangers, upon which the bells or drums are 
placed. Upon the hanger is placed a big piece of board decorated with 
engraved pictures." 

2) The· .E1rh-ya, Shih-chi ffi ~{E ff~: "The wooden piece is called 
hsil." Annotating this remark Kuo P'o l~ ~ says: "The wooden 
hanger upon which the bell or chi ~ is placed, is called hsii, in the 
case when it is a perpendicular piece." 

3) The Ohoii-li, Kao-kurig-chi: "The sim ?tu and h.sii is made by 
a carpenter." On this passage CHENG HsuAN says: Of that upon which 
the musical instruments are hung, the horiz::mtal part is called siin ~, 

and the perpendicular hsu !Ii. 
4) 

chih: 

The Commentary by YEN SHIH-KU on the Han-chii, Chiao-sst1-
" The hsil is the name of a sacred aniinal. The wooden piece, 

upon which the bell is hung, is decorated with the engraved picture of 
the animal, and· hence the hanger itself is called by the name ·of hsil." 

From these explanatory notes it is apparent that the hsil and hsiln 
are the name of two different parts of a hanger, upon which the bep 
or drum is placed ; and the perpendicular part is called hsii and the 
horizontal part hsiin. It was originally made of wood, and the per
pendicular part used to be decorated with the engraved picture of the 
sacred ·animal called hsu, and hence came to be called by the name o! 
hsii. Therefore the chung ~ or the bell and the chil ~ upon which the 
bell was hung, were originally two different articles, but since they wel'e 
cast together as one piece in the days of Emperor Shih-huang-ti of 
Ch'in, they probably· came to be called 'chung-ancl-chil' or bell-and
hanger; Thus the bell and its hanger may be regarded as one article, 

1) FUJITA, On the 1,fetal Statues and the Bell cmd Hanger, ~li:)j~AK.mtv'--C, Kano
kyoju-Kanrekikinen-Shinagaku-Ronso J~!!J.!.rfxtt~M~B~:;(/J~*IDfo~, p. 243 ff. 
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~but the chung~and-chil and the metal statue are two different articles, 
so that it is pot quite exact to enumerate metal' statues together ~ith 
-the :chu.ng and chi.l,. Thereupo1i, to avoid the difficulty FunTA tries to . · 
-conclude that the metal statue is identical with the bell-and;.hanger, that 
is, _the metal statue itself was use~ asthe bell hanger, and suspects that 
-this difference in the method of manufacturing in the Ch'ih period from 
that of the Chou period was probably due to the influe~1ce .of Western 

· ,cultures,--a view I cannot quite subscribe to. We saw above that the 
Hsi-tu-j'lf, by PAN Ku describes the metal images and the bell-and-hangers 
being placed separately in diffl:}rerit places,. and also the :TVei-chih, T~ng
Cho-ch uan, qµoted by the Shih-chi-cheng-i, speaks of the metal statues 
and the bell.:.and-hangers being destr~yed. It is evident from these 
-texts that the metalimage"s and the bell-and.:.hangers were two different 
articles, and the metal images themselves were . never ·· used as bell 
hangers. Why is it then that the Shih-chi and the Kuo~ch'iii;.lun 
-enumerate the. two articles liS though they_ were one article? I believe 
·that the method of manufacture adopted by E1uperor Shih-huang-ti in 
"the casting of. the metal statues must liaye been. identical with that 
:.adopted in the casting .of t,he metal statues witnessed by YANG HsrnNG 
at the Kan-ch'uan palace, and described by him as 'supporting the 
ib~ll"'.an,d-hanger.' Hence the two different articles would be enumerated 
aS: op.e. article. If this . interpretation· is correct; .. and the metal statues 

-,cast by Shih-huang-ti. are of the same make as those of the Kan-ch'i.ian 
. ' ' 

_palace; we have ~o infer. that the metal statues of Hsiu':t'u Wang were 
.manufactured by the Chinese during the Han period. 

'Granted that the metal- statues of-Hsiu-t'u Wang were-manufactured 
oy the Chinese, in imitation of the statues cast by Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in, 
'what were they meant to represent? The scholars of the Three King~ 
• doms· Age regarded them, as has been noticed above, as the ' chu .:E ' 
• of the Heavenly God, that is, the image modelled after the god. If 
·this god represented the supreme heavenly deity, it must be the repre-
sentation of some monotheistic god. We have seen above that the 

-Eulogy of the Kan-ch'uan palace contains the following line: "@~ 1JJ' ~ 
.. z }l1¥ .IliJ % . " 
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Hsilan-pU; f~ 1ml is the name of a terrace. on M~: Kun-lun, as ce]e,.. 
brated as Tseng.:ch'eng it~ or Lang-feng 00 J1: and in tlrn line YANG,

comparing Mt. Kan-ch'ii.an-shan to Mt. Kun-lun-shan, treats-Kan-ch'u.an
shan as the earthly abode of the heavenly emperor, just as Kun-lun
shan is ·his celestial abode. Theliries following the above read: "A 
grand edific(} towers high alone, · pointing skyward to the polar star_ 
The. constellations of the sky · are arranged around the roof, and the sun' 
and moon traverse its central ridge .... The pal~ce may be likened, in 
height and quietu'.de, - to the constellation of_ thff Tzu Kung in the; 
heavens." Since the Tzu'.'kung ~ 'a means the Tzu~wei-kun·g ~ ffl 'g· 
(constellation), it will be.seen that YANG compared there Mt. I{an-ch'tian' 
to the heavenly a.bode of the Heavenly God. It was not an idea peculfat·· 
to YANG, however, to regard it as a sacred place, but rather aii\ expreS'-· 
sion of the -attitude of the -pe~ple -at -large of the · day tow11rds the ·1ncmn.: . . - . 

tain. We quote below a passage. from the 'Pu-shihjaniyu-chk-yaa1),: 
. which gives a topographical and histo.rical sketch· oi the mountain'. 

" Mt. Kan-ch'iian-shan is· situated 120 li north west froIIJ Ching-yang 
- · Hsien ~ ~9; Jl!Jf., and is 60 li in ·circumference. It is sometimes called by 

the na1ne of Shih~ku-yiian .15 Elf. }JJ(; Mo-shih-yiian m--:fi !]¥{, Mo~p'an:.ling 
1®t ~®:: ·or Oh'e-p'an:.ling _. ~ ~- There is a spring of swe_et water it ~'l. 
on the mouritain; .A,..n old book of geography says: 'The ·1nountain is 
situated 80 li north-west from Yu.1~..:yang Hsien. .All· those who wish 
to make an ascent of it, take the route frorn the Ch'e-hsiang;.pan JJ[4l IJli: 
slope~ The slope is 38 li north-west from Yfm-yang Hsien, and runs 
in a sinuous fashion with turns and twists, and is so narrow as barely 
t~ allow one cart to pass. Having- climbed the slope a terrace is ~eached,, 
where edifices stand i1{ a row.' ~gain Fan Sui WI, UI, in speaking _ of' 
the· mouI1tain to the King of Ch'in, ernphasises that along its northern 
end there is a point of strategic importance at the inouth of a valley 
called ·Kan-ch'uan-ku i:[- 7'R ~ .... In the 7th year of Kao-tsu of Han, the
Emperor· went to Kan-ch'i.tan to provide against the invasion of the· 
Hsiung-nu. ·In the 3rd year of Wen-ti, the Hsiung-n\1 made an 

1) Tii-sh·ih-Jang-yti-chi-yao, Chap. 53, 
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•onslaught against Pei-ti ::ft :Ltr!. and with Ho-nan as a foothold, un.dertook 
further invasions, when .Etnperor vVen-ti proceeded to Kan-ch'iian. for 
the first time. In the 14th year, the Hsiung-nu invaded the Hsiao-kuan 
inm Pass and proceeded to Ku-yang 10~~ whence their scouting hor
semen went ~:further to Kan-ch'iian. In the 6th year of the latter half .· ' 
.of the reign of Emperor Wen-ti, when the Hsiung-nu inva,ded Shang-
chcm J: ;#~ and Yii.ri-chung * 'i:!=t, a signal fire of warning was lighted 
upon the m~untain,. whfoh being relayed on the way, finally reached 
Kan-ch'ii.an and Ch'ang.:an. According to the YvAi-chih ~ :!1IL1t, the 
palace on Mt. Kar.i.-ch'ii.an originatElS from the Lin:.kuang palace.#)\: '8", 
which was built by Shih-huang-ti and was mor~ than 10. li in circum
ference. In the 2nd year of Yuan-Jeng Jc M, Emperor Wu-ti of Han 
built, side by side with the Ling-kuang palace, a new palace called the 
Kai1-ch'iian and since frequented the place. The palace is 19 li in circum
ference and the edifices and towers are comparable to the Ohien-chang 
~ j1j[: palace. All the high officials have their smmner residences here, 
w:hich they occupy to avoid. the heat from May to the beginning of 
August. It is the highest point of the district, and with all the distance 
,of three hundred li from Ch'ang-an, the parapets of the Ch'ang-an castle 
are visible from the mountain. They have within the palace the ''P'iing
t'ien-t'ai ~~if' or the Heaven-communicating Tower, which stands more 
than 100 chang from the ground, all rain and clouds passing by below. 
In .the 5th year of Yuan-so 5t 1filJ, they again constructed here a temple 
-for worshipping the Heavenly God. The palace was sometimes called 
by the name of the Yun-yang palace and was built, according to the 
Han-chi, in the 1st year of 'T'ai-chu x%JJ by the Emperor for the lords 
:and princes to st.ay at, so that the Emperor might su1nmon and giy~ 
audience to them, listening to their reports.· The princes were thus often 
.summoned to the pa~a_ce by the Emperor since. • It was often visited by 

· Emperor Hsiian-ti, who in the 3rd year of Kan-lii tr· ffl: visited the 
Kan-ch'uan palace and received the greetings and tributes of Hu-han-ya 
Shan-yft 11--'J- :ft ;Jfl3 $. :f of Hsiung-nu, etc." 

Mt. Ka~~ch'ii.an-shan :was thus, as can be seen from the passage, 
-the guardian mountain of 'the country, especially for• the people of the 
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Wei River region, just as was· Mt. T'ai-shan for the people. of the lower 
Huang-ho region, and Mt. Hi-ei .ft wt for the people of the Japanese 
capital Kyoto. It is 1io accident, therefore, that a suburban chapel for 
the yrorship of the Heavenly God and a tower were constructed. there 
during the H1;1,n Period'. Emperor Wu-ti, who believed in the imm6rtal. 
wizards, built the T'i1;ng-t'ien-t'ai or the Heaven-communicating tower, 
following the · advice of Kung-sun Ching 0 f;f- Y~P, who told the Emperor 
that the half human, half divine wizards liked to live in a high tower. 
'-' ' The imniortal wizards could be made visible,' K ung-suh · said, ' but 
they are not, simply because your majesty always pays your- visit to the 
mountain so abruptly (witho.ut making the necessary preparations). If 
the Emperor ~onld build a tower, and·make all necessary arrangements, 

. the half human deities could certainly be invited to come down to earth.' 
Whereupon the Emperor built the Fei-lien-kuei:.lcuan m !J1l ** ¥.». in Chang
an and the I-yen-shou-kuan ~ ~ $ JJ\l in Kan-ch'iian; and 1n.ade Kung
sun prepare all the necessary implements of worship and wait, with 
propriety, for the appearance of the half human deities. The ·Emperor 
built also the 'P'ung-t'ien-ching-t'ai or the Heaven-communicating Tower, 
and placing the implernents of worship at the base of the tower, made 
all· the preparations to invite the wizards. A new front hall was added 
to the Kan-ch'uan palace and the old halls also were for the first time 
enlarged."1

> Thu~ was the 'P'iing-t'ien-t'ai built with a view to making it 
convenient for the semi-deities to come down to earth. It is but too 
natural that since his relig~ous belief and desires were so strong, he 
should have enshrined in the Kan-c~'uan palace, when he got posses
sion of them, the metal statues of Hsiu-t'u Wang's. iurther if we take 
into account the· factor that the mounfain was an important strat~gical 
position against ·the Hsiung.;.nu, the enshrineme.nt of the metal statues 
in the Kan-ch'iian palace by the Emperor would be found to be fraught 
with a deeper significance. 

Thus interpreted, YANG HsiuNG's prose-poem well expresses the spirit 
of the age, when he compared Mt. Kan-ch'Li.an-shan to Mt. Kun-lun-

1) Shih-chi, Chap. 28, Feng-cha.n-shu .. 



shan and ·the Kan-ch'iian palace · to the Tzti-wei ·palace,. but· is. it a 

justifiable interpretation to regard the metal statlles as representing the 

heavenly emperor of the Tzµ-wei-palace, as YANG HsruNG did? Com

me_ntir:ig on the expression of 'T'ai-i' ~ ~ as appears in the Wen:.hsilan, 

CHANG HsrEN ~lHdc says, "Hsi.i.an::pu is situated on Mt. Kun_.:lun, -·and 

is the· heavenly habitat of the emper_or: The pa,la6e (Kan-ch'iian) is also 

likened to Hsi.i.an-pu. The T'ai-i is tlie Heavenly God, arid is considered 

to live in the Tzu-wei-palace- because he is believed to assume bodily 

forrn/'' . The T'ai-i referred to by YANG is therefore the chief god of th~ 

Tzu;.wei-palace, and is thesupreme godof the- whole universe. Now· the 

question is, does · tl:10 -metal statue ·supporting the -bell-and-hanger high 

i11 its hai1ds really represent the· Hef!,venly God? By no means can I 

regard it as repr~senting the supreme god in heaven, but it seems to be 

some subordinate god that :plays, · music Jor the supreme one. The 

adequacy of the view car.1,. I believe; · be decided upon by studying the 

metal statues. cast by Shih-huang;;.ti of Oh'in, which had become the 

model of. the metal statues in ·question.' 

It was based on his policy of coricen tra~i~g all the military power 

in the hands -of the ernperor that the arms of the country were collected 

and melted by Shih-huang-ti of Oh'in to 1nake the nietal statues, but T 

believe thee ri:l.anufacture of the 'metal statues was do_ne apparently not 

for the decoration of the, Imperia~ palace, but wit]J_ son1e _other spiritual 

significance; For what purpose were they. ma11ufactmed? · To answer 

the question, it fa necessary to. know aboutthe ideasShih-:huang:.ti held 

regarding the· Imperial palace wh~re· he enshrined. the metal statues. 

We are told in the Shih-chi1
): , "(the 26th year)· Shih-hu.ang-ti had as 

ma:ny aS' 120,000 rich families removed to Ran~yang' from all over the 

country;· to settle. , All the Imperial palaces, towe.rs and Shang-lin parks 

ate. situated ·on. the south side of the Wei River. Whenev~r the Emperor 

subjugated some new prince, he would build a palace imitating that.of 

the prince he' conquerecC: at "the head of the N otthern Hill Slope of 

Han-yarig facing the river on the- south. A road runs eastward fro111 

1) 8kih-chi, Chap. 6, Shih-huang-ti-pen-chi. · 
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its Yung'."men ~ ri gate, and reaches the Wei and the Ching Rivers. 
The place was traversed with corridor ways and crowded .. with edifices 
and towers, which agaiii were filled with the beauties, bells, and drums 
Shih-huang-ti seized from his conquerred princes." Again. ir1 the 27th 
year, "the Emperor built the Hsin-kung 1¥.t ·a palace on the south side 
of the Wei River, and after a while renamed it the Ohi-miao tl/1 .~ or 
Polar Temple likening it tO the T'ien-chi x.. if:iffl or the celestial poles. A 
road ru.ns from the Ohi-miao to Li'."sha1~ Hill. He also built the frontal 
palace of the Kan-ch'itan palace and an Imperial road conIJ.ecting the 
palace with·Han-yang."1

) However, the Emperor thought that Han-yang 
-was peopl~d too densely, and that the Imperial palaces inherited from 
the preceeding rulers were too small. Recalling that it was the custom 
of the ntlers to .. construct their capital somewhere between Feng ~ and 
Ktw~;w;, as ·wen.,wang 6f Chou at Feng and Wu-wang at Kao, "Shih-huang
ti decided to build his palace in the Shang-lin-yuan Park, .on the, south 
side of the Wei River. He first built at A-fang P11l m the frontal palace, 
which extended 500 pu, wide from east to 'Yest, and 50 chcing from 
north to south,: and· could accomodate ten thousand people in the hall, 
while the floor was so high that a five-chang tall flag. could be unfurled 
below the floor. A corridor way was built around the palace, and from 
immediately below the palace, led to Mt. Nan-shari, where the top 
area was levelled and a gate and a corridor way built. Again another 
corridor way was built, leading from A-fang, across the Wei River, and 
thence to H an'."yang, after the manner in which the celestial Ko-tao M 
m: crosses the Milky Way and connects with the Ying-shih ~ ~ con
stelfo,tion. The A-fang palace had not y~t been completed, and was 
expected to be given ft distinguished name,- but as it was situ~ted in 
A-fang, the people called it by. the name of the A-fang PalaceJ'2

l Thus 
in view of the fact that in.· the 27th year of his reign Shih-huang-ti 
renamed the Hsin-kung. which he built on the south side of the Wei 
River, by the name of the Chi-miao; and in the 35th year, built the 
A.,fang Palace in the Shang-lin Park and compared the Wei River to 

1) Ibid. 
2) Ibid. 
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the Milky Way and again likened the corridor way. connecting the 
palace and Han-yang to the celestial Ko-tao constellation, it is clear that 
Shfo-huang-ti likened his palace to the Tzu-wei-kung in the sky .. 

lf-Shih-huang-ti's palace was likened by him to the celestial Tzn~ 
wei Palace, it can be easily inmgined that the metal statues enshrined 

in the palace were probably meant to represent some de~ties con

nected. with the celestial Tzt'l-wei Palace. The Shih-chi1
i_ reads: . "In 

the midst of the sky lie the T'ien-chi stars (Ursa Major). The 

brightest one of them is the perpetual abode of the T'ai-i. . The three stars 
around are three princes or, as some say, the family of the T'ai-i. As to 
the four stars in the rear, the largest one at the end is the empress, and 
the other three are the princesses in the seraglio. Around these lie the 

twelve guardian stars or vassals. All these , stars form the Tzt'I-kung. 

Along an. edge of a measure-shaped constellation. lie three stars ; of the 
group, one at.the northern end, sometimes visible and sometimes invisible, 

is called the Yin-te ~.t 11 or Hidden Virtue. Three stars lying to the left of 
the Tz11-kung form the T_'ien-chiang x.. ift or Celestial Spear Constellation. 
The five stars on the right belong to the T'ien.-p'ei 7R. ~tf or Celestial 

Reed Constellation. The six in the rear that cross the . Milky Way and 
reach the Ying.,.shih constellation are. called the Ko.:.tao Constellation}' 

.. It is apparent from this that the astronomical writers of the Ch'in 

and Han Periods called the twelve stars lying around the Tzti-wei-kung 

constellation with the T'ai-i in the centre by the name of the Fan..:chen 
~ fii or vassals. Now it is natural to conclude that the metal statues 

in the Tzt'l-wei palace ... of ... -Shih.:.huang-ti .. represented. the ... twelve guar

dian stars. If the twelve metal statues correspond to the twelve 

guardi~n stars, then the Emperor, mai:iter of the palace himself, must 

have been likened to the T'ai"'i in heaven. This inference is corroborated 
by the following passage from the Shih-chi.1

l' "'I, of humble rank, took 

up arms and, depending upon the spirits of the ancestors, suppressed 

all the uprisings. The six rulers pleaded guilty, tlie country has been 

restored to peace and order; such that if the present title of the ruler 

1) Shih-chi; Chap. 27, T'ien-kuan-shu. 
2) Sh;ili-'chi, chap. 6, Ch'in-shih-huang-ti-pen-chi. 



is not revised, it will be impossible to. commur:iicate this success. of ours 
to posterity in a fitting nianner. I bid you to discuss _a1id recomrnend 
to me some suitable title.' Thereupon all the high officials' or -state 
discussed about a .new title and reported. to the Emperor, saying,· 'In 
the ancient times of the Five Rulers, tlieir territory .. was only 011e 

thotisand li in extension, and was surrounded.. by the regi01is of- hou.fv.1 
_1* Bit at1d i-fu ~ E~, which were outside of ,the influehce,s of the emperor, 
and only a part of the princes paid tribute fo the e1nperor. Having 
taken µp arms for the cause of justice, Your Majesty has· brought the· 
country to peace and order, and divided. the country into chiln Im -and 
hs'ien !f. for ad1ninistration; and. alT the authorities and powers of the 
cq1111try have now been ·_concentrated. ir{ the h11rids 'of Your Majesty,-an 
achievement that ·could not be excelled ·even by the Five Rulers.·"--0'-iVe; 
havJng consulted. with the scholars of the country, and finding that in• 
ancient times there were T'ien-huang X ~, T'i-huang :I:-&~; and T'ai~ 
huarig ~ ~, and the highest in rank of' them was T'ai-huang, we, your 
subject·s, hereby respectfully r:ecommend ' yottr Majesty to assume the 
titfo of the T'ai-huang ; c~ll your ming ~ chih ffllJ and your ling -# chao 
ITT1; and when your Majesty speaks of. yourself, use the Word· Chen E~. . . ' . ' 

Whereupon, the Emperor ·told the. officials to· remove 't'ai' but retairi 
'huang,' and ad.opting the ti 1r1• title of the ancient tiines, call -himself 
by the title of huang-ti' ~ ~-- In other 1ifatters ·he: adopted. the recom~ 
mend.ations of his officials." It was due to his belief in h!s' superiority· 
in· virtue to the ·Three Emperors and the Five Rulers that, rejecting 
the: title recommended by his sulJ,jects, Shih;~huang-ti assmned. the ti.tie 

·of Huang-ti. ~f it is ·recalled., in this connection that there was' supposed 
t~ be no divine or human being superior - to the Three Emperofs arid 
the •Five Rulers,· except We heavenly T'a.i~i, then it can be imagined. 
that Shih-huang-ti compared. hi~nself implicitly in his mind -to the 
T'ai-i. Alth01:1gh it was in the 27th year of his reign that Shih-hua:ng-ti 
renamed. the Hsin-kung palace the Ohi-miao palace, likening it· to the 
Tzfl-wei-kung, there is reason enough to conclude that the metal statues 
cast by the Emperor in the 26th year were _made to symbolise the twelve 
guardian stars in the Tzf1-kung constellaticn1, considering that in the 
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26th year the Emperor had assunied the title, of Huang-ti, as has been 

noted above, comparing himself. to the T'ai:-i. . If the metal statues of 

Shih-huan:g-ti symbolised the twelve stars of the Tzt'1~ wei-kung, then the 

metal statues: of Hsiu-t'u Wang which were model,led after those of 

Shih-huang~ti, might be regarded as of the same nature. Therefore, 

Y,A.NG HsrnNG may be justified if in the Eulogy of the Ran-ch'uan 

· Palace he intended ':t: ,_ Z ~ ffi$' to mean 'soine such god as represents. 

the power and .dignity of the T'ai-i :' but if the line 'is to be interpreted 

to mean 'the God T'ai-i represe11ted in a brave manner ·or pose,' there 

was, ·we have to: declare, some misurid'erstanding regarding the nature, 

of the m,etal statues on thw part of the author of the prose-poem. 

As the metal·· statues of Shih-huang-ti of Oh'in represented. the 

tw~lve. guardian stars of .the Tzt'1-lrnng, it is conceivable that they were 

placed .and enshrined. around the Imperial palace, or aroui1d some al,tar, 

but we have no record as to the manner in which they were treated 

among· the Hsiung-nu, although the Chinese religion· did not in. sub., · 

stance much differ from. the ·Hsiung-nu's shamanism; in. which: ·heaven 

and earth, the SU~ and moo.n, mountains, rivers, ~eas, and demo·ns and 

spirits, and ancestors were. worshipped, The Hsiung:-nu called the 

heaven ch'en,q.,li· (tangri), and observed, as was already remarked, the 

festival of. Heaven;.worship three times a year; We do not have any 

detailed record about the ceremony of · H~a yeh~wo;rship, but I believe the 

Hsiung-nu's festival of the Ohing.-lu God rru1y suggest something about 

their Heaven-worship. .Regarding the Ohing'"(u God, the Han,.shu1
) gives 

the following accounts : " (In Y u.;n-Y a.ng Hsieh) there are 111etal statues 

of Hsiu-t'u Wang and three shrines of the. God of OM1.njp-lu." The God· 

of Ohirig~lu was enshrined, according to the .same source, in the Kan

ch'fian palace, along with .the· two shr:ines of Hsiu,.t'u Wang and of the 

metal statues. 

"In Yun-yang there is the shrine of the ·God of Oh·ing-lii, where 

Hsiu-t'u Wang is enshrined."'3) 

1) Han-slm, Chap. 28, Ti-li-chih, Yi.i.11--:yang. hsien. 
2) Han-shu, Chap. 94B, Hsiung~nu-chuan. . 
3) · Ha,n-shu, Chap. 28, Ti-li~chih. 
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The note of the T'ang scholar YEN SHIH-KU on the passage reads: 

"Hsiu-t'U" is the name of a Hsiung-nu prince, arid the shrine of the God 

of Ching-lu was originally a Hsiung-nu one." 

WANG HsrnN-CHIEN's .:£ :9c ~ supplementary note1
l to the above passage 

says : " The Hsiung-nu-chuan contains the account of the metal statues 

of Hsiu-t'u Wang used fo·r his ceremony of Heaven-worship, and also 

of the sword of Ching-lii. According to the chapter on Ohiao-ssu, there 

is a shrine in Yuri-yang Hsien, where Hsiu-t'u Wang is enshrined; 

Ching-lu is therefore the name of Hsiu-t'u ·wang, who was enshrined 

and deitecl Accordingly the Ohing-lu is a Hsiung-nu shrine, and in 

their worship of it, the Chinese are simply imitating the Hsiung-nu. 

It is not a shrine where they worship a treasured sword." 

As to the Ghing-lir, sword, the 1-Ian-shu refers to· it, in its descrip

tion of the scene when Han Oh'ang fi ~ ·and Chang Meng 5:&3i:, dis

patched by the Emperor Yuan-ti of Han to the Hsiung-nu Emperor 

Hu-han-ya Shan-yii. 11-']! ¥¥ ¾f5 Iii :f, went through the ceremony of pledging· 

the covenant between the two etnperors. ·we are told in the Han-shu,2
); 

H Han Oh 'ang and Chang Meng, along with the Hsiung-nu Emperor and 

his ministers of state, made an ascent of· the Mountain, east of the No 

River~ 7.K. ·Then they killed a white horse, and with the Ohinq;.lu sword 

a~d gold Uii-li . ::& ii :lfi, stirred up wine. Then pouring the mixed wine 

into a cup, which was ma'de of the skull of a Yiieh-shih king who had 

been killed by Lao-shang ShaJ:!-yu, and drinking of it, they pledged a 

covenant with each other." Commenting on the passage, YING CHAO 

~ IDJ remarks that the Oliing-l1-1, is the name of the treasured' sword 

,of the Hsiung-nu. F. HIRTH,3
) showing that the Hsiung-nu word 

' Ohing-lu ' is related to ' lcyngyrak ' meaning a knife in the Teleut 

language of the Turkish linguistic family, and also to 'qing1·ak' in 

Eastern Turkistan, proved that YING 0HAo's note quoted above is correct. 

He also tried to conclude from this linguistic relationship that the 

1) Han-shu-pu-chiu., Chap. 28a, Ti-li"chih, p. 30a. 
2) I-lan-shii, Chap. 94b, Hsiung-nu-chuan. 
3) HIRTH, Ahnf'.ntafel Attilas, p. 223. 
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Hsilwg-nu belong to the Turkish race. Again I believ'e the Hsiung-nu 
word may. also be related to the Mongolian word 'kingam ', which 
according to KowALEWSK11

> means a double-edged sword. In Waxan, 
one of the Iran Languages, the sword is called ' xingcir ' ; in Ohitral, 
'xanger' or ' xohgar '; and in Persian, ' xangar,, or ' xinga1· '.2

> - The 
probability is that qingrak in Turkish, and lcingara ,in Mongolian, were 
derived from these Iran expressions. If this view iff correct, the remark 
in the. I-Ian-shii, .that the shrine of the God of Ching-ln is the one where 
Hsiu~t'u Wang_ is enshrined, and WANG HsrnN-CHIEN's ~iew that Ohing
lu fo the name of Hsiu-t'u Wang a1id that acco;r:dingly the shrine of 
the. God of Ghing~lu is not one for ~orshipping the treasured sword, are, -
both wrong. The name of the Ghing-lu God was probably derived from 
the fact that the Ghing~lu or the treasured sword was actually enshrined 
in the Hsiung-nu's land. 

_ ,Among the nomadic races that _inhabited northern Asia, there were 
:riot a few that_ worshipped swords. The most· famous is HERODOTUS~ 
account of the custom of the Sc;ythia11s. To quote from him, " In each 
district, ir1 the place where the magistrates ass,emble, is erected a ~trw~~ 
ture sacre.d to Mars, of_ the following kind. Bundles of faggots are 

· heaped up to the length and. breadth of three stades, but less in. height;, 
9n the top of this a square platform is formed ; a~1d three of the sides 
are perpend~cular, but on the fourth it i~ aacessible. On this heap 'a;n 
old iron scimetar is placed by each- tribe, and thisis the image of Mars;, 
and to this scimetal' they bring yearly sacrifices._ of cattle and horses; 
and to these scimetars they off er· more sacrifices than to the .. rest_ of the
gods. Whatever enemies they take alive, of these they sacrifice one in 
a hundred .... after they have poured a libation of wine on their heads,. 
they cut tlie throats of the men over a bowl; then having, carried the 
bowl on to the heap of· faggots, they pour the blood over the scimetar."3

>· 

According to Ammianus Marcellinus,4
' there was also a custom of wor

shipping a sword among the Quadens and the Alans of the Iran stock~ 

1) KoWALEWSKr, Dictfonnciire Mongol-Russe-Fra,npa·is, p. 2523a. 
2) ToMASCHEK, Centralas1·atische Stiidien, II, p. 801. 
3) HERODoTos, Bk. 4, Chap. 62. 
4) AMMIANOS MARCELLINUS, lib. XXXV. c. 2. 
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A legend has it also that Attila, the chieftain of the Huns, discovered 
a sword hidden in the grasses, and worshipped it as a gift from Heaven. 
Judging from these accounts, the probability is that the Hsiung-nu had 
a similar custom of worshipping a sword, and called the deity represented 
by it the 'Ghing-'lu God' or the god of a sword. The Hsiung-nu 
celebrated three festivals of Heaven-worship in a year; in the first 
month, and in spring and autumn. In the autumn festival they 
observed the ceremony in Tai-lin, which consisted,. according to YEN 

SmH.:Ku1', in walking round forest trees. The Hsi~n-pei had a similar 
rite from ancient times, in which, because of the lack of forest trees, 
they erected willow an_d aspen branches, and then all the horse riders 
ran arou'nd the branches three times and stopped. This is the custom 
that the Hsien-pei inherited from the Hsiang-nu. Thes_e rites of Heaven
worship of the Hsiung-nu and the Hsien-pei were, there is reason to believe, 
of the saine nature as those of the Manchu who erected big trees in 
their ceren;iony of Heaven-worship of the peopl~ of Ma-han .~ l.\l who 
erected su-t'ii ~ ~ pole ih a similar way, and of the ancient Chinese who 
in their JNng-ch'ari # ffelp ceremony of Heaven-worship, built a yuan
chiu Im Ji: mound and erected stone columns, and iri their She Jfd: cere
mony of Earth-worship built an altar and erected trees or stone columns 
on it. Therefore the real objects of the worship of the Hsiung-nu as 
well as of the other peoples who used trees or stone columns instead of 
the Hsiung-nu's sword, were not the articles thus erected, but something 
else represented by them. Seen in this light, the actual image of the . 
god, which Hsiu-t'u Wang of the Hsiung-nu deified in their festival of 
Heaven-worship, was, I am inclined to believe, the Ohing-lrµ, or the 
sw~rd on, the altar, and the metal statues which they inherited from 
the Chinese were probably enshrined as secondary gods for the occasion. 

When I stated that the metal statues witnessed and described by 
YANG HsrnNG. in his Kari-ch'ilan-Fii were manufactuaed after the model 
of the metal statues of Shih-huang-ti, I based my belief on the passage 
" 4i}: A {rt .k ;It iJi ~ 1llil % " and here I want to add that my inference is 

1) Shih-chi, chap. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan, Note on Tai-lin. 
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strengthened by the passage immediately followin~ the above: ", We !ffli k 

:jt l~ ~." ' We lftk >~ ' expresses, 'according to the comnientary of the Wen'" 
hs'iJ,an, the state of the d.ragon_-scales being opened. and erected, or "* ') 
means the state of opening and expanding, and. " fi~ f~" means some

thing like dragon-scale. · Thus the passage represents the maimer of the 

metal statues looking brave and vigorous with their dragon-like scales 

being opened and erected. It was a favourite idea and. design among 
the· ancient· Chinese to represent a deity as having a d.ra:gon~like body, -

as can be seen in an account in the Shih-chi11 of a Hsu Fu 1~ )frrj who 

was, according to Wu Pi ffi Ml, dispatched by Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in to 
Feng-lai ~ ~ to took for some divine· medicine.. The Sh~hc.chi gives 

· the following account as the remark ·of Wu Pi : " Hsu Fu was dispatched 

by the Emperor to look for some mysterious matter in the sea, and on 
returning home, made a fictitious report to the emperor; of his· trip 

saying, 'When I saw a great god in the sea, he asked. me if I was a 

messenger from the Western Emperor. Yes, · I replied. Then he asked 

me what I was lookihg for. I said, · I respectfully e.ntreat you to give 
me some elixir of life. The _ god·· said, Your Emperor is· not pious 
enough toward the · gods, so, · although you could see the god, you woli,ld 

not be able to get the remedy. So saying, he, ·led. ine northeast to Mt. 

Feng-lai-shan. There I saw the gate of the Chih-ch'eng ];alace. z mt ill 
~ and a divine messenger, who was copper-coloured. and· dragon-shaped 
and was shining. all around..' " Thus the deity that attended upon the 

great god of Feng-lai was copper-coloured and dragon-shaped, and was 

probably very much like the Fu-hsi fk~,and Nu-kua fi:trth, who were, 

according to the Chinese legend., snake-bodied. and· human-headed., and . 
are represented, in the bas-reliefs of the two gods in the Wu farnily's 
stone chamber of the Later Han Period, as being human-shaped in the 

upper part of the body and having crowns on their heads, and a carpen
ter's square (Fu-hsi) and a compass (Nil-kti'a) respectively in their hands, 

and .being dragon-shaped. in the lower part of the body, with their tails 

intertwined.. Hsu Fu's story is quite an invention, but his description: 

1) Shih-ch•i, Chap. 118, Biography of Hwa.i-na.n-wang. 
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of the deity as dragon-shaped in the body, certainly reflects the ideas 

of the people at large of the day regarding the deities. The only ques

tion is, why did he represent the deity as copper-coioured? The pro
bability is that he must have seen something like that before, as it is 

hardly possible for any image to occur to our mind , unless it has once 

been experience~ in part or whole before. The chances are that he saw 
the metal statues in the palace of Shih_-huang-ti and came t0 associate 

his fictitious deity with the copper-coloured statues, or he was under 
the influence of the impressions he had received before from some 
statues of deities made usually of copper. 

While the deities of Feng-lai Island as described by Hsu Fu of 

Ch'in as well as Fu-hsi and Nu-kua were human-headed and dra.gon

bodied, the metal statues of Shih-huang-ti and of Hsiu-t'u Wang were 
apparently of a human figure with human heads and limbs. 'F-he-on-Iy-

peculiarity was seemingly that the dragon scales grew over their whole 
body except the head. Showii1g the stages in the development of the 

ideas of the Chinese regarding the deities, a very interesting phenomenon 
is. presented by the difference in representation between such deities as 

Fu-hsi and Nu-kua with the human-shaped upper half and the dragon
shaped lower half, and the metal statues of Shih-huang-ti and Hsiu-t'u 

Wang covered with dragon-like scales all over the body. In the primi

tive state of mind everywhere, the people had a belief that deities and 

spirits make their appearance in the form of certain animals. It is a relic 
of the primitive ideas that the Chinese of ancient times represented the gods 

of the four bearings of the East, West, North and South as blue dragon, 

white tiger, black tortoise, and red bird respectively. Some of the re

ligious ceremonial implements·of the Chou period are found manufactured 

in the form of some mysterious animals, or cast with some pictures of 

those animals on the surface. Those shapes of the ceremonial implements 
and the designs on their surface were made not only for decoration as 

some of us think, but also as a representation of the deities. With the 

development of the ideas of the deities, however, they gradually came to 

assume human bodies, casting off animal forms. The dragon-bodied, 
human-headed deities as described by Hsu Fu, the Shen-nung ffi$ ~ or the 
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agricultural deity with a human head and cow-like neck, and the human
headed, snake-bodied Fu-hsi and Nii.-kua, represei1t the transitory st~ges in 
the ideas of the deities from animal form. to personification. The metal 
statues of Shih-huang-:-ti and Hsiu-t'u \Vang took the form of a man in 
all _respects, except th~. dragon-scaled skin, which is a ·relic of the ideas 
of the deities of 'the preceeding age, reminiscent of the dragon body. 
In spite of. some such chan~es in ideas being recognised in the Oh'in 
period, some arts stuck to the older form of expression, as, for example, 
in the bas-reliefs of the· Fu-hsi and Nu-:kua in the Wu's family stone 
charnber, which are th,e products of the Later Han period. However, 
since Fu-hsi came to be identified with the deity called Tung-wang-fu 
J;R ::E 3t, a.nd Nu-kua with Hsi-wang-mu im .:E -BJ:, the representation of 
the deitie;:i in the animal form went out of use. Among K. T0Mr-
01u's collection of Chinese mirrors of the Han period,1) there is one 
with a figure on the back representing a deity sitting on a round
shaped seat, and another seating herself on a square-shaped seat, the 
two deities facing each other. The former is Tung-wang-f~1 or the 
Fu-sang-mu-kurtg #c ** -0: (Tree Prince of Fu-sang); and the latter 
Hsi-wang-mri or Chin-mu, ~ -fJJ: (Metal Mother). According to the 
Chinese principle of the Yin and Yang. duality, the circle and square 
are supposed to represent Heaven and Earth or the Yang and Yin, and 
it is based upon ·this idea that Fu-hsi and Nu.-kua are symbolised re.;. 
spectively by a compass and a carpenter's square. The bas-reliefs of the 
two deities on the wall of Wu's family stone chamber are therefore 
believed to represent the two deities exchangjng the spirits of . Yin arid 
Yang with each other, and giving birth to all things in the universe. 
It is due to the Taoist idea about it, that a mirror was regarded as a 
sort of spiritual· article, endowed with the power of driving off evils, 
for, according to the Taoist conception, the two. sides of the mirror 
represent the two great principles of Yi.n-Yang, the obverse side repre
senting the ' 'Pao' that transcends existence and nothingness and reflects 
everyting on its crystal-clear surface, while the reverse side represents, 

1) .. -i l3tndy on the Old Chine.se :Jffrror.s if~17J1iff0i=, p. 81 
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m the picture of the Four Gods of Bearings, Tung-wang-fu and Hsi
wang-mu, or circle and square, a scene of the two principles in intercourse 
with each other and giving birth to all things in the uni verse. 

If I am not :mistaken in this interpretation of the metal statues of 
Shih-huang-ti and Hsiu-t'u Wang, they are to be regarded as represen
ting the twelve stars of the Tzu-wei-kung constellation of the north 
pole and the deities of high rank in the religious ideas of the day. 
Contrary to this. view, however, the Han-shu, Wu-hsing:chih Ji fi JG;,. 
treats the nietal statues as representing the barbarians who made their 
appearance as evil omens,-a. view which hitherto often proved a 
hindrance to the acceptance of such an interpretation as mine. Let me
quote the passage here and criticise it. " (According to the Ch'u1i-ch'in) 
in the 11 th year of Prince Wen of Lu, the. Emperor defeated the Northern 
Barbarians at Chien ~, when, according to both Commentaries on the
Ch'iin-ch'iu by Ku-LIANG~~ and KuNG-YANG -0: $, three brother giants 
appeared, and one of them pro?eeded to Lu ~, a second to -~hi ~, and 
the third to Chin ~; But they were all killed, and their corpses covered. 
as much space as nine 1noii nm:. ·what was the intention of these writers 
in giving an account of such monstrous giants ? Lru HsrANG ;u ~ of 
Han thought that the three kingdoms were to blame for the decline of 
the Chou Dynasty. He felt a warning from Heaven as if these words. 
had been spoken : ' They do not observe propriety, nor do · they follow 
the ways of their ancestors, and are behaving just like the barbarians. 
The three kingdoms are now in ,danger of downfall.' After that there
occurred extraordinarily odious incidents such as usurpation, and murder· 
of superiors by men of inferior rank or position, almost approaching in . 
enormity. the murder of the emperor by a subject. Lru Yrn ;rrnx thought. 
that extraordinarily odious happenings in human society were evil oinens 
of some greater disaster ..... The principles of the ur1iverse regard man. 
as the noblest of all that exists. If there are any extraordinarily odious. 
happenings in human society, they all take place according to the rules. 
of · Heaven. This is the so-called ' disease of the. murder of ·a superior· 
by a man of inferior rank or position'. The I-ch-iian Ji. 11t of CHING 
li.,A NG JR m says, ' If. a ruler is tyrannous · and hates the wise, some-
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ominous giant barbarian will make his r-tppearance m his country. 

Again, if a ·ruler decorates his palace only and leaves his people destitute; 

some giant barbarian will appE}ar and the ruler will bemade a captive.' 
It. is written in :the Shih-chi th9.:t in the 26th yea:r of Shih-huang-ti of 

·Oh'in's reign, there appeared in Lin-t''ao ~~ ¥36 giants, .twelve in all, in 

barbarian clothes, standing five clwng high, and leaving six ch'ih long 

footprints on the ground when they walked. It was a warning from 

Heaven as if to say, 'You must abstain from the ways of the barbarians. 
Otherwise, woe be unto you!' Shih~huang-ti who in· that year had for 

the first tirne annexed the six countries . to his empire, took the evil 

o:men for an auspicious. sign, and being even delighted with the appear

aiice. of the sign, assembled all the arms of the . co11ntry, and melted 

them to manufacture twelve rnetal statues, which he made to represent 

the giants .. The emperor, finally, comparing himself to the a1icient 

.sages, ordered all the poetical and other ·writings in existence to be 

ibu:tned, 3:nd the scholars to be buried alive in pits. He became dissipated 

:and tyranri~us; and wished and endeavoured to. enlarge his territory, 
and in the south made the Five . Mountain Ranges the defence line of 

the empire in that direction, and in: the north building the Great Wall, 
prepared against the invasions of the Northern a11dSouthern barbarians. 

The Great Wall which was bµilt by cutting lUOlmtains or filling up 

valleys, originates at' Lin,-t'ao (the present Min Hsier1, Kan-SU, -fj- ;.jff illlt ~) 

in the West, and extends as far as Liao-tung ~ JR (the present Liao

:yang . ~ IW;. in Manchuria) iii the Eas_t, .•. covering a .. distance of several 

thousand l·i.. As the result; the Ch.'in Empire went to ruin fourteen 

_years after the ·giants had made thei~ appearance," 

According to the passage just quoted; Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in took 
the appearance of the giant barbarians at Lin-t'ao on the extreme 

western frontier of the Empire, for a good owen and cast twelve metal 

.statues. But how could it possibly be? It is positively inconceivable 

that Shih-huang-ti who built the Great Wall and made it' his work for 

the remairider of his life to repulse the invasions of the barbarians for 

the· safety of the empire, took the appearance of the giant barbarians 

for an auspicious omen of the tinies, I am inclined to believe that the 
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author of the vVu-hsing-chih, displeased with Shih-huang-t'i's regime, 
tried to criticise the Emperor in his writings with a view to leaving 
moral lessons to posterity .. According to Confucianism, those acts of the 
emperor that are against the ways of the good rulers of ancient times, 
are called the 'ways of the barbarians,' while Taoism treats omens as 
warnings ·against the times. The author; of the Wu-hsing-chih may 

probably have conceived, by making use of the two ideas of Confucianism 
and Taoism, 'the idea of the giant barbarians having, in the form of 
an omen, proved a warning to the emperor. Probably he may have 
tried to associate the metal s~atues and the west, where the barbarians 
made their appearance, because the west is, according to the Wu-hsing 
theory or 'the Five Elements Theory, the bearin'.g of metal; also, he 
may have purposely staged their appearance at Lin-t'ao, bec~use it is. 
the point where the Great ,Vall originates, and by its construction the 
people were· most distressed; and he may have fabricated twelve giants 
as tall as five· chang to be associated with the twelve. metal_ statues of 

Shih-huang-ti, It is a fact acknowledged by Chinese scholar_s .that the 
Wu-hsing-chih is fraught with many inconsistencies ~nd fabrications; 
and this story regarding the metal statues of Shih-huang-:ti has long 
been the cause of deluding readers. 

Now that it has been established that the metal statues of Hsiu-t'u 

Wang were an importation from China to the Hsiung-nu land, and that 
. the method of 1nanufacturing followed that of the statues of Shih"'. 

ln~ang-ti, _the Buddhistic image theory of the metal statues has been, I 

believe, dealt a fatal blow. · However, the metal statues cast by the 

Chinese· of the Han period are found related, in a sense, to the bronze 

Buddhistic statues, so I believe it will not be entirely out of place to 

clarify the• situa~ion in these pages. When were the first bronze statues 

of ·Buddha in China cast? The question has not, in spite of its im-
. . 

portance in the history of Bu~dhistic art, received as much attention as 

it deserves, and I find hardly a single exhaustive treatment of the· 

subject has ever be.en published, with the exception of a.n articie entitled 

' On the Origin of the Biiddhistic · 'Temple or Tower in China ' by 
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:S. OTANit>. · Basing his judgements upon the text in the Hoii-han-sh'U.1 
and the San-lmo-chih, OTANI concluded that the first man - ever to 
build a Buddhistic temple or tower· in China was Tse·Yu ~ ~31, and the 
first Buddhistic temple or tower ih China dates from somewhere around 
the 2nd year of Ohu-p'ing ¥v12f- or 191 A.D. Although he declared that 
-the architectural style of the temple tower and the casting of the Bud
,dhistic images· there enshrined, which are referred to in those volumes, 
·were. very interesting subjects for study, he• left the questions untouched, 
which form in my opinion very. important_ material for the study of 
-theihistory of Buddhistic art: Let me qtiote from the two books men-
tioned above and comrner~t on the passages. . . 

" First Tse Yu of the same province ( or Tan-yang J1f ~~ viz. modern 
Nan-king) assern bling sevE}ral hundred people,· went with them to· 
Ooyernor Tao Chien ~~ ~ and- appealed- to him -for help, who theret1pon 
appointed him superintendent of the provisions for -the three provinces 
•of Kuang-ling ~·~, Hsia-chiu r.Ei:B and P'eng-ch'eng t&~. Tse Yu 
however, took advanfage · of the appgintinent, and cut off the supplies 
;of provision's frbm the three<provinces, and built a- Buddhistic temple 
with enthusiasm. · H(:) constructed a - several-storied edifice -arid placed 
several layers of l'.netal vessels upon the top. The: h~H and its surroun.:. 
ding floor· space at the base could accomodate · about three thousand 

· -people. He also niade a,, gilded metal statue of Buddha, and clothed 
it with embroidered brocade, and whenever he observed the ceremony 
-of pouring_ water upon it, he prepared seats, · together with m_uch fo_od 
and drink, on the roads for the spectators of the tower and. ceremony. 
Those who came to see the tower and ceremony and had their meals 
thus on the roads, numbered more than ten thousand." 2

> . . 

' ' Tse Yu of Tan-yang province first assembled sevem_l hundred 
people and went with them to Governor Tao Chien of Hsii-chou fi 1-1'! 
:and appealed for help, who thereupon put him in charge of the food 
supplies of Kuang-ling and P'eng~ch'eng. Ts.e Yu then became unruly, 
killed officials· as · he pleased, and cutting off_ the food supplies of the 

1) .x1J~l~;b'~l'J o{~;=tff,tflYJilli~1,~.ikv'-C, Toyo Gakuho, Vol. XI, No. 1, pp. 69-101. 
2) Hou-han-shu, Chap. 103, Biography of Tao Chien. . 
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three provinces, took possession of the provisions himself. Then he 
built a Buddhist temple with enthusiasm and making a human statue 
of copper,. gilded it and clothed it with embroidered brocade. He also 
built a several-storied edifice, and · placed nirie layers of copper vessels 
t1pon its· top. The hall at the base of the tower could accomodate more 
than three thousand people. He made those assembled read the Budd
histic sutras, and if there was anybody ih his province and neighbourhood 
who was favourably inclined toward Buddha, he let him come and listen 
to the talk on Buddha, and sometimes even sent for · them exempting 
them from corvee. Thus were assembled more than five thousand people 
from far and_ near .. Whenever he observed the ceremony of pouring 
water upon the statue. of Buddha, he prepared, for the spectators of the 
ceremony, seats with inuch food and drink ori the roads extending for 
scores of li. The spectators who thus came and had their meals served; 
numbered almost ten thousand, and the expenses thus incurred. amounted 
to hundreds of millions. "1

) 

Both of the passages make allusion to the statue of Buddha, and 
agree in the' statement, though with some minor diffrences, that the 
bronze statue was clothed with embroidered brocade. In view of the fact 
that_ all .the Buddha statues discovered in Gandhara, the- home of the 
Buddhistic art, were of stone, and not a single metalstatue _was excavated 
·there, it must be regarded as a very important incident in the history of 
Buddhistic art, that, this Buddha statue of bronze was made by the 
Chinese in the Later Han Period some. time about the year 191 A. D., 
although bronze statues of Buddha were common in later times in Ohirm, 
Japan, and Korea. The earliest and most famous account· of. the making 
of a statue of Buddha is found in the Angutta.1·a Nikii,ya ~ - M -i<·*~2

). 

To give an outline of the story, when Buddha was- in Jetavana vihara 
fl~ Ill ffl '@- he wished to preach the Buddhistic gospel to his mother 
Prh1cess Maya r~ If~ x A in the Thirtythird Heaven, and, making ar~ 
ascent thither, he suddenly disappeared from this world. People were 

1) San-kuo-chih, Wu-chih, Chap. 4, Biography of. Liu Yao ~J ~-
2) Chap. 28, Ting-fa-pin ~ * .fh 0 
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all alarmed and sorrowful. Especially King. Udaya.na tf ~ ~E lamented 
the disappearance so as almost to die, and: $Ummoning celebrated artists 
of. the country, had a Buddha image niade of sandal-wood. On hearing 

.. of thTs, King Prasenajit i'J!cttrr ffl: ::£ also had an image, of pure gold, of 
Buddha cast. Thus was started, according to the story, the custom of 
making Buddha images. Com1nenting on the account, B. ,MATSUMOTd) 

declared that the legend must be an afterthought to· give the colour of 
sanctity to the origin of tl:ie images of Buddha, after some iinages had 
already come into existence: and that this part of the sutra. is most 
probably a fabricatiori of a later· period, seeing that the Pali text of the 
same sutra "is without. the story. Among the many passages 'in. the 
SaddllarrrWJ)u1p:/,arika Sutra ~1tHI containing 'allusions to the merit of 
making images of Buddha· or building Buddhistic towers, the. following 
gives special importance to making statues of Buddha. · " If for· the sake 
of Buddha a nian makes and sets up :various types of Buddhistic images, 
he has already grasped the truth of Buddhism; He will sometimeS' i.nake 
the stattte of the Seven Precious Things, such as brass, copper, nickel, 
pewter, lead and tin, and decorate it irt a splendid way with chia,o-ch/i., 
pii ~ tt-·11J .. Such a ;man has already grapsed the truth of Buddhism~"2

l 

The passage leaves no doubt that at the time when the Saddharma1ni1.i7 
cf,ar'ika _Sutra ~ ~ tgf was edited, the Indians had already. executed some 
images of Buddha, · rnaking use of metal as well as wood and clay. It 
ca:n not be ascertained when the original edition was completed, but the 
man who translated th_e Sutra into Chinese was a Western priest narned 
Chu Fa-hu ~~iii, who came to Lo-yang in 266 A. D~ and was _engaged 
in the work of translation until 317 A. D.3

> The Chinese translation 
must have been completed, therefore1 dnri11g the period 266 .to 317 A. D., 
that is, more than a hu11dr~d years later than the time when Tse Yl~ 
of the Later Han Period cast a rnetal statue of Buddha. If such is the 
case, and considering the comparative promptness with which the Indian 
editions of· the sutras usually were broi1ght · to Cliitm after their comple-

1) Tetzugaku-kenkyu, Vol. I, No. 1. 
2) Saddharmapu1J,c/arika Sutra~ Vol1

• • 1. 
3) NANJo's Catalogue of the TripUafo, p. 391. 



tioti, 'tlie\l~te'whe~· the' Iridiari' ~ditior/of' the 'BacldhM??i~pu~c!~rika Butra 
~ iHi-~ds ~o~npleted ;in India 1i{iglit :not be· verj 'distanf:from the ti~e 
wh~~Jti,chi~ese',tr';.nslatibn;'~a:~•66.mpleted; 8() 'that we ~re ·justified in 
kssurr1ing· thafby;the'Later Han· Petiod the Indiari ~dition had not yet 
be~n r-biought ·· out:" · • ·1 

· 1f it: has ·beer(e;tablished that -the irb.~ges of Buddha, and th~ suttas 

that c~dtairi:all~sfonse to' the~, •'n:iad~ their' first appearance not earlie'r 
than ' th; Later·_ H~ri Period,. and' th~t the Buddha. images that were 

di~coiefed" ar~und G'fndliara,· were all . of stoiie, · and whatever , metal 
statue~ '6f Buddlia·wer~ di,sco\rered···in India belonged to the period not 

,:ea~lfe~ :than· the fifth ·~entury, then·it may: be inferred that the metal 

st~tue-of Buddha mariufactured: in 'the Ohu-p'i1ig' Er~: "(190~193, A. D.') 
·~f theL~.ter Ha~ Period- i~' proved' to be ,the first of -its kind ever made. 
The Auestib~·then'.:fo,' was the-Ohi~ese,metallu'.rgy -of' the .day sufficiently 
adi~nced· ·to<alfow .the ca~ting · of:c a -metal statu~ ? Shine · evidertce. can 

be 1
o:ffered here "to :shb# that' the art was quite advaiiced fn China from 

ancient:times. ':F~r': eiartiple, th~y,'liad such cere1n,o .. i1ial' articles as the 
tripod k~tt]i{iri the ~ery 'early ·a~:ys of .their hrs.tory, and the art of 
·castii:iK a -metal ·st~tue w~s kiibWil to them from ancient times. ; In ,a,:i:i 
·article· entitiled; 'fJn - the Metal Statues a1id the ,Bell, and Harige'1·,' 
T. FUJITA11 cites:two importai:.it f~ctsi:tegarding the inarnifacture of 'bronze 

gtatues iii 1ChiJa .... :One is the case,·of King' Kou_;chien of Yueh-~ 33.~ 
'~, ·-who}'aecdrding·to the i Yi'eh-yii>; in recognition. of his: meritorious 
·services;:15esid~s ·enfeoffing: 'Fan Li re~ with 300 t~ of lartd, in Hui-chi 

~~/had' a ~tatue of Fin Li inade of copper; and : enshrined 'it.' ' The 
other ·1s,an account:!in the lisin-:sh>u3

\ according to which King Huai
·wang of· 'eh 'u: ~ ;Ii .:E_ 1had the. statues of: Kings· and Princes of•: the Middle 

I{ingclorn'.>nade '-arid'. 'liad -them. accomp~ny him whenever he .:went forth. 
tJ~ns1dering '.tlia:t_jt was in 473 · B. C. 'that· Fart Li left King Kou-chien, 

-'after havlng helped'-hhn to overthrow· the K:ingdoin of Wu ~, and that 
~-Hu'ii~wang .'.of· Oh',u was: 6n1 the:, throrie from 328:: to 296. B. c.~ it must 

I) .iit:i1t.1ii:Alr.-01,,,-c. 
2) Kuo-yu, chap. 21, Ylieb-yu ·ll~~=-t:-:-~~-
3) CHIA I, Hsin-shu, chap. ,6. 



. . . . 

be admitt~d,. tp,~t tlie CJ;xi,rw$e metaHuxgy in tlw Pe:rioc;I. 0,fthe. Oon,tend,ipg _. ' . ' . . .. ' ' -•,,· ,,; ' .. . ·, - . .- ·-.' 

States was advanc~a, eno,t1.gh to al.low of th,ei,r Ga~tin~ a. IP.;eiial s.t~t,ue:~:. ©ven 

. if we gran;t that. the a..ccount Q! Fan . Li's st~tue b~irig ca$t by R;tni 
Kou-chien :might have been a f?,bri9atio:r;i of some. later period_~ Hence 

Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in was able to get a big meta~ _stat~e qa~t, th,~t 

w~ig~ed as. JTiucp. as twelve chin. .Tb.e. :;t.:rt appa:ren,tl:y oontirn1ed to make. 

progress througn tl;ie Fonner and . Late,r E(ap l? eriocl.,s, Wu-ti of IIai1 js 
s.aid, t9 have 9ast big qerern,onial i:i;wtrt1irie:pts and, imagef.3 of gods o:r 

spirits, and the, copper col.~mns Jo:r suppqrti:ng tl:w 'Qlierig"' lu.,-p' G/(~; ~ 1' ~ 
· or Dew-receivingVessel, that ·stood tp.il'ty chrmghigh a:p.d In_E:}asuted, $eve11 

stretches of ? man's: arm.s i11 cir<;mmfe:renQe~ )Ve ~re, ag/:1,in told .in the 

IIou-b,an'-idiu;: '' (in the 8rd year of Ohi;rig-p'in,g rp-45- or +$(>. A:D;): the 
. ' . 

Emperor ·again had the Yii-taJc1g'"Uen ~~IN:, :Palace repaire,d ar1cl had cast· 

four each of.copper. human·stt:tt11es,.yeHmv be,Hs,_a:nd. t'i~n-+u, ~ff~_anim,als 

· and toa,qs ; "1
) and again,; " the · ~m per or h_aq. the ~ou~ t\:tn ~li,ng ttiJ ~ ~ 

Sung Tien * ~ repair the, Yu,.tang PaJace qf.· tl}e Nan,'"k:ung; an,~ had 

th~ Yeh.-ting_-lipg · ~ /@-.~ Bi Lan f. )~fcast_a,r1d nla.ce £,our 9opper hwna1;1 
s.tatues at ,tlie TEi'a:r1g-lqng -~ ff~ o:r; th.e E.a.stern Gate,. il,nd the ~t1ua,1bwu 

~"': :IEt .. or. the Nortliern Gate; a,ri.d alt3c}, h.a.d four bells m,easuring two 

tl:toqsand hip, '-il cas,t a11d · placed ir1 fronj;_ of. th,e: Y u:~tang a,nd l'.i.1n~t'aJ-
' ' 

tiep * I!: ~ f ala·ces_."2
> The · .Wei~ iia Q ~ ll!{i-(l) also san : . "I11 this yea,r 

(237 A,. D;) the Ernperor trieq, to renwve tq the- qapital tAe pells. and 

hangers, metal o.amels, metal h11m,ap st~i;,u~s,. ax1d the Olieng-l'l{-p'<Jn w 
Dew-receiving Vesse~ from Obang-a,n. 17u,t the wet_a,l statµes pi·oyed too 

heavy to transport, and after bei:ng qaJ:riei as, fa:r; ~s f.~~ch'e11g n¾i; had, 

tq. be left. there. Thereupor+ the, EJnperor, ':requi1;)itioni11g copper fr9.rp. 

the. people,· and casting two mEptal sta.tue~,: N-BiWed th_E)in_ W1ng-clwrig 
~ {$ and placed them out$ide the 8$.11,'."ma-men i¥J '.~H~ Gate.'' 'fa,}{ing 

. into consideration that in tb(:} 3rd yea;r of Ohung-p'ing (18.6. A., P.) 
Em.peror Ling .. ti · m 11¥ of the Late:i; Ha:r.1; )? eriod, cat3t a, J;D.etal stat.\l.,e, and 

in the first. year of Ohing-chii ~ i.JJ (237 A. D.) Einpe:ror Ming-ti ll,)j 1ifi 

1) Hou-han-shu, Chap. 8, Ling-ti-chi ~**a 
2) Ibid, Chap. 108, Biography of Qbang J~:µg;. ~-
3) Wei-chih, Chap. 3, Note. 



of Wei als.o Qa$t. a, me.ta1 stat1w, it is Qn,ly natu:i;-al th!:!it ~h~.: ruetallurgical 

method then pr<:)vail,ing in_ Qhh1a. sl,+ouW, have e~ercise,d. some influence 

upon the met~.10d of the ma°'u;(actu:r;e of the r.n,etal $.tatue o~ Buddha . 

Gast h:y Tse_ Yu in tl:ie, 2IJ,q. _year qf Oku-p'irig (191 A. D.). Th,at is, 

t}lere resulted th_E;l metal ~tatue of Buddha wl:iE;)n the. ston,e statue of 

Buddha . Qf thRl . Indian, style W,!;tS importe.d to China aµd the Chinese 

~etho.d. then prevaili:ng in the. 1p~n1lfa~ture of metal statues was applied 

to. the m.anufaoture of the Buddhistic statue. . . :·. : . ;•· . . . , ·- - .. - . . . . . . .,, -, •· .. ,. .. ~ .· . ' 

JuE;>t as sometliing pew of th.e.ir own was added by the, C:b,in.ese;i to 

the older Indian, idea regar:d,ing the. i:nanufacturn of the image of 

Buddha, when it WEl,S first imported to China f~om lµdia, so, when. the 

+ndfan, idea of the tower was ho.ported to Qhina, they_ incorporated some 

ideas of the.ir own . in the style ~nd: ro.ethod, of the, oonstruction of the 
Buddhisticternple tower or sk1,pa whe;re the images of ·-Buddha were. to be· 

enshrined. -If we re.turn to the passages above quoted, , 

" J: ~ ~ ti'., r ~ i>fl, X. '.¥: Mm !BJ' w ~ =.= T t'F AY (fl ou-.han,,$hU). 

"~~Jn]~JL~, r~~:fl, MltEJ$~.fttA/' (Wu-chih), 

. we fiµd that·' J: ~. ~ ~' in tbe 1[01~-hwn.,sh'lk• q9rrt;$por1ds to ' ~ ~ ~ Jt 
£' i11 the Wu-c.hih, botf?. pa,EJsages :i;e,fe_rring 'to the. an.n·qlets at the top 

of the tenwle tower, According tq the, W¼.,chih there were nine such 

ripgs i.11 the temple tower in quest.ion. ' -F ~ £ 11.' an1,1.de$ to a several:

s_toried edifice with four-sided, :i;-oofs on. each storey, The ltJ-st sentences 

in both pass11gfls demo1,1st:rate ·tlyit t~e g:roqµd :floor of. th~ edifice was 
h,igh a:pd wid,e. The ko AA as ?,.· Qhines<:t letter has several differenJ 

Illea;pings, depenq.ing upon, t4e. p~dod and place ancl. when 1;1nd where 

it was used. · .Regarding its meanings, the Kcvng-hsi-td2-tie1y • !~ *-~ 
s1;1ys: , "According to the J;u-pien ~ ., it rueiio,.s 'lou ~' or a 

storeyed edifice,. as, ' Yang Hsiung collate.<;l book.s at the. T'ien-lu, E;o X ff~ 
M'; un.d the Oheng~tzu-t'ung JE * mi, referring to, the Palaces of Bau, 

sa,ys, ' The Ohi-lin,,.ko ~ ~ M an.cl, tb,e T'ien-lu-;kQ "'ere, · buil,t l;:>y Hsiao 

I!o • {iiJ, and the Empe.ror used to k,eep his trf!fLS.ured book;s and soni.e
times irwite the scholars there._'" Ko ~- in tbis se:n,$e me?,n,s an adytum, 

where. the images of Buddha are to be enshrined.,_., l_t als,Q 1n_E;l~I1S a 

storeyed edifice as we have seen above, and. hem in the sentence. it refers 
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fo ·a very high ground floor as high as an ,6rdinaty·two-storeyed buildln'g: 
'.There. are· not a'.ny -details· about·· the c6lu.tnrr ::of the 'a'rmu1etff given Iti 
either of the passages, but Judging -from the de~cr{ption that nine layers 
pf copper vessels or anriul~ts: were :·hung ar~und the colump.·,·· it can be 
'imagined (that the column was of 'considerable · ·height. The height o:f 
the column: can also ; be inf erred-fforn a. passage of. the lflei-chih, in the 
Chapter on the . Ma Hah' ,.~,.fi,<where the c~st01ri~ .of the people are 
described. It says: "There· is in every province a special district called 
.f su-t'u ~ ~' where they· · erect sofue high'. posts; and hanging' some 
8.rums ·and· belis upon'tliem, w-◊rship· their spirits there·, In case any 
refugee .fled into the ·district, he was.never to be given over to anybodj~
so thiit the place became a kind :of hot-bed of. critninals.•. The manner 
in which the surt'u i·s set up in -the district resemblegthe· way a stup~ 
Bt:ands high in a temple, but :what is done in the one 'is different from · 
what takes place in the other, from the · standpoint of good and evil; 
vitti1e and. vice.:m . The, sir,-l'u here referred. to corresponds to 'sot-tai' in 
Korean, :and 'rneails a, post sta~dinK high~ Therefore~the comparison of 
the su-t'u with the Ju-t'u ~ m {ternple tower) ii:i the passage is meant: to
showhow. high -the al'.rnnfets . on''the fop of the te111ple edifice towe;ed: 
No mention is made fn'tb:e·, .two · books above q116ted- of the kind- of 
materials of. which Tsei Yu·_ built, his temple tower~ but. corisiderin~- the 
space of time (between two years or two years · and' a· half, from 190 to 
193 A. ff), ·during which he is supposed to have completed the tower, 
as. OTAm's study shows,: we in~,y be justified in supposing that the ' 

. . 

material' wa·s •wood, and not stone which. would have needed a longer 
time .and indrl\labour. , 

I. belfove 'it would not be wide· of .. the · mark if we desc;ibed the 
. 'tower" built by .. Tse Yu · as something like a several"'storeyed tower, with a 
high ground floor and at the top a column ol nirie· l~yers of annul~ts: 
This style is similar to the· one adopted in Japane§e towers, and also 
to that of 'the Wei Period. Upon what was Tse. Yu's ·tower modelled? ' ' .' ~ , ," . . As to the Indfan ·towers ·or stU:pas; thete are some di~etences_ among 



~~em, cl~penclin~ upqn: .~h~ir· lqcality, , For:iri_st~nce, the towerE5: of 0Emtral 
. l?;cl.ia have sqmue. ~r .r,oµncl _1:)as~sj. sem.i-0ir\:mlar -b_odies · and.· ·a,relatively 
short column·of,ann.:ulet~, wpile-tr.i,os~ 9f the_Nortli-western·part -.of India, · 
Afghanistan, -and_ Ceritrat Asia h~ve bases,wjth stairs, long conic-shaped
qo_dies and_ :taJl columns, ()f_ annu~et$,: so that: -no re8cemblance · · c~n- be. 
r~cognised bet-yveen tht1se towers and that of- Ts~ Yu. The Chiao:.li-fu~:
t'p. ~ ~It~ Ji ~ower of· Qan·~hara, however, which may be r_egarded as 
~ .. _modification or a development of• ~he, towers of Indian style,-;presents~ 
soin(:l resemblances to the. tower · of · Tse Yu .. : The sty le of the . Qhiao-li-. . . 

fu-t'u, as described by the Lo.;.yang-cltia-lan:.c_hi m- ~ Wn ~ ~c. and; the . 
. . 

H si-yu:.chi 1m ~ ac., is, generally · spea~ing, practically the same. as that 
of the t~:>Wer of Buddhagaya still exist~nt, with the square-Sµaped base, 

· conic,.~haped body. divided intq several stor~yfl,:·a remarkably ta~lcolumn 
of . annulets, . and the storey at base. forming a rOOlI,1 ' in which . the
ir~iage of Buddha is en~hrined,--,"a featu~e cha:ract~ristic of fhe .Chiao-, 
l_i-fu'."t'u and distinguishing it from tl:10, ordinary stupa.· · Therefore, the 
Ohiao-li-fu-t'u has mostf~atures ·in common ,with the tower of Tse Yu, 
itnd the only remarkable dtfference. 90:n~ists- in that-_ tpe· body_.pf the, 
former is 9onic-sfaipecl- and divided into several ·storeys but wi~hout having 
a projecting ,roof. attacJ~ed to each storey, -while t):i,e latter has asquar_e,-, 
shaped body divided into several st9reys with a fo.ur-sided projectingr~9f c· . . ,.. . . .. . . ·. . . 

on each storey. The.Zou-like shape forms.the chief feature of the-latter.· 
Whence did _Tse Yu take · the idea_ of the lou-like body of the tower? ' .,· . 

' . •. . .. 

r'_ am incl1n.ed to believ~ that Tse Yu probaply der,ived the idea. from ... .,. .. - . : ' ' ' . 

the style of-fou-t'ai 11 ii: t~en. prevailing in Chi?a, a style which had, 
be~n well developed i11 the Han Period -after Shih-huangJi of Ch'in and· 
Wu~ti of Hari began to build. many towers of the lou-t'ai style with the 
purpose of inviting_ t1:.e spirits to come down to earth. When· the ?hi-, 
:nese who h~d been accustorp.eq. t9 build the lou-ko :fl M ~r several-storey~ 
e:difi~e,' applied its idea .and,- method to the pag9da_ of the·· Indian _st_ylJ: · 
t4at had just been introduced in.to China, the pagoda of the lou-f'ai 
1;11od~l was the result, even as the •·Indta,ri. i~ea •of · a stone .statue of 

. Bu,?-dha . was' 'a~similated . qy, tlie: Chr~ese '?,n,d· 'they cast a.I llletal sti;i,tue 
of ·their ,own. creation~-



As l have hlr~ady poihted out th detiil i'n the opehing pages of 
the pa,rrer, the Ho-hsi ·:region Wa~ a ·chief Way of comtr:iutifoation hetwM'rt 
the W esterh Region artd tb:e_ eastern district, thtbligh which · co1nrne"rcral 
goods as· well as all ·:fotn:ts of cult11re 1ntist :pass. !t is 11.ot without some 
reaso11; . the:tef6re, that o"iie should have · been misled into '.believing that 
the metal statues of B:siu~t'u Wang were introduced from the Western 
Regioh. Agai:h, it· is to ,so"rne, extent natural ·that biie ·should be. apt to-. 
regard the tnetal statues of ·. Hsiu-_t'u Wang as ·the iniages of Buddha, 
b~cause, when the I:ndfan image of Buddha was introduced into China, 
m.ost of the Ohi1fose ·statu'c,:3 of B11ddha were ·Ynanufactuted in gilted 

· btonze, a,nd ·consequently the Chiriese images of Buddha are instinctively 
associated with the gilted statues. On ther other hand, however, it inust 
be !emembered that from ancient times the Hsiung;;.nu and the Chinese 
w~re cOmpetitb~s, arid 'were ih a situation to exercise an influe11ce up()n 
each other; as the two races gradually ca::ine to be unified, asl have 
pointed. but in. the earlier pages, to form an en1J;>il'e under mutual pres..: 
sure. There rn no doubt that the two races exchanged sonie of their, 
culture. It is due to the influence or Han that Hsfa-t'u Wang made 
use of the metal statues for his ceremony of Heaveh""vvorship, whiie the 
enshrinement of the Chin(i-lu god by Wu-ti was due to the influence 

. of the Hsiurrg-nu 6ultute. As to the metal statues of Hsiu-t'u Wang, 
there. is no doubt that they -were modelled after those of Shih-hu~ng-ti, 
but ·seeing that the Ho-hsi region, which Was later to be. the tettitory 
of· Hsiu~t'u Wang, ·had been occupied by the ·otueh-shih during the 
:teign· of Shih-huang-ti, the question arises, when a'nd how did Hsiu,.t'u 
Wang comE":l to possess the meta,l statues? Considering that in spite of the 
vastness of the Hsiung""nu Ernpire_ and the existenc~ of a great 11.u1nber 
of princes within the domain, Hsiu~t'u Wang was probably the only 
prince am'ong them that u:ridertbok the ·en~hrirtement of the metal 

· statues fbr his !leaven-worship, and that the Ho-hsi region was the 
important passage of traffic between the East and the W esterrt Region 
and proved a :flourishing centre df cofu.merce, and that the f et tile soil 
of the ·region was suitable for agriculture -as well ·as cattle-raising, it 
will be reasonable to suppose that no other prince than he who ·occttpfad 
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-such a :B.011.rishing region as the Hb .. hs1, could have lhahufactured such 

enorrnously 'expensive metal statues as Hsiu-t'u Wang possessed. In my 

opin16'n the metal :~itattrns were probably cast by Hsiu;.t'u Wang wheii 
he was the ruler of th·e region, and hence belong to the Han · period.' 

It is -further itiierred that as thete is no :record of any such 1netal 

stat~es being rnan:uractuted in the Han Period, the metal statues of 

Hsiua.t'u Wang's were rd.ahuractuted arter the model of the inetal statues 

of Bhih-huang.:ti; which bad be_en still kept preserved in the Han palace. 

In other words, the metal statues in _ question were cast in the Han 
Period, b~1t the desig'n r6Hows that or the Ch'in Peribd._ I will conclude 

this paper by pointing 6L1t lwo more examples of Ch'in culture which 

the Hsiubg-nu obtained from the Chinese in 'the Han P~riod, from 

among a great body of such "culture that they secured. from the Chinese 

in the sahie period. 

The way in which Shih::.huang .. ti of Ch'in, h~ying __ overthrown t~e 

Six l{ingdoms, fou:nded the Oh'in Etripire suggests how Mao-tuh Sha:i:i

yu, having subjugated the tribes or the deserts, founded the Hsiung-1m 

E1npire, and the two events are phenomena histo:dcally interrelated. As 

Shih-huilng.:ti asst:nned the new title of the 'hudng~ti' to represent the 

dignity of his position, so the Hsiung;.im ruler called himself 'sha/n..;yu' 

with the :purpose of trying to show his superiority to any preceeding 

rulers in· merhs atrcl in deeds. The present writer some time ago ex

pressed h1s opinion that 'the E:siilng-nu word 'sha/n-yu' is really a Chinese 

word possessed of the same ineaning as the title of hiiang-ti1
). This 

was regard·ed. at the tiine as an extravagant opinion, and eveh now 

there ate not a few whb are sceptical of the view. Here I 'want to cite 

soine new facts ancl. .try to corroborate niy former state'inent from another 

angle. We are told in the 1Iaii-shu2
) : '' The family name of the Shan

yii is Luan-ti •~, and he was called by·his cc.mhtrymen 'Ch'eng-li;.ku

t'ib' ~ ~ f)l\ ~- Iii the Hsiung-nu language 'ch'eng-li' means heaven and 

'ku"'t'v.,' means sbt1; and shart-yil :represents the state of boundless 

im:me1isity, and the title likens the position of the Emperor to the 

i) A Study on the Titles Kaijhan and Katiin, MTB, I, p .. il. 
2) I-fa,n-shu, Chap. 94, Hsiung-nu-cbuan. 



.,boundless immer;i.sity.of ~heaven.';1 \Qh'eng-li '_ in Hsiung:i,11u..corr:esponp.s, - • • •· • , , - , , , • • • '.,.. . ~-. • . • . . • . •·• l - - ,,_ ' •: .J,_." . J 1.,: •,,.,.: : 

M i~ ·ge1;1erally acknowJydg~{;l- Py,.t,he • scbo,Iar,_~, qf JJ1:e· yv,o,1~g1 ·~J, _,' _tq,,ryyr} i 
in the< sense:. of ·heaveII in Tt1rkish. .. ,- !:!,r1<l rM.ongoli~n.1 ,-,, J{.qw.ey~r, ·no •• ' - • • • • • ••• • C • • • > •• • • • -- .... , ; • " ~ • • • .; t \ .. ·. . ,It_ I: • • • • ... } ,, • ', • ; • ' :< . / 

·equivalents·· of.,. ~ ku-t'ii :' . ths1,t , could. be, reg~rded ~ ~s ..... _:r~la~e/L ,to.,,. t4~ \. • ~· ~ - • . t,. ' . . • • ., . . ' ' f , . , .. '".' . . . •. _, . , .. , . ' ,! • . ;~ '. 'e. :-.•.) . :·; ,I I ,,> • 

::S:siung-n-q wo:rd,·: oquld be ·found ,_,ei1her in:.}i\ir!d_sh ,or; h\,~?~~ol~an:, 
··:and.once I tr~ed to fi.r;td ~ome ~ing~t~tip __ r~~~ttopsl,:iip. -.~f i~_ }o, ']iutta; >or 
'gut',o '·· in. Tu_ngus_.1

):- _·I.- cJo not yet, see_ !1ny r;e~~on fpr .. revising my ,fq:rmer • , · • ' · • · '· " • ~• • ! , - •• ~ , ••• • a ,_; • • 1 • • • •• • , •1 ."; . . J ~ •• ·' •' , ·, ~-

v,i e w. about i,t,, but if I .. try ·to rel~te ,it, tf-> ,any_..· Moµgplfan wo:i;d,, thi~ ~ • ;.. • .' , •. ·; I ., • - • ' i· " •• ' . . : •' • • I•' ' ••• ·, :"" • ; ,~ • -: .; r '. J. .._ ' .• ,• 1 ; \ ' +",, 

.JJ1uch, -~ believe,. might be. stated: ; In the ·written. form.,.,o.f toqay t,he . . _, ' _.. - - . ·- . :. • ; ., ·;··.,• .. , : ·.' ,· ,' ,i: ... _, 

J\1:ongolian ,word for a son is expreEis~d, by -~1cobe'Yun,' ):rµt i32: th~ ;¥qall 
:Peri()d, t_h~:-word:used. to be, pronpunced \koyun/ and sounded; t~1 fore~g
ners s_omElthing like.--~ lcoun,' to whom the;_weak ~oun~ 'of '-/\ wa:s, ~ardly 
a-q.dible, just as·: Marco Polo recoried ·' qa1an' -as . ',-qaan' in t,he sense . - ... .. . . ,.. .. ' ;: .. :, . ' . .' ' ' ' . ' --

of a ruler. According to the Mongolian grammar,_,_whi<;h, chan~~s the 
end of a noun to 't 'to _ma}{;e· its plural. f.orrr.1, the: plural form of koyi~n 

' ·, . ' ' ' .', • ,, ! . -· 

is koyut, _and. s<;)Unds kout. Hence ·tl:te Ohiqe~e_ rnight, ,have .tri:1nslated 
leo,iit by 'ku~tu.' This_ view is also worth-some :attention, b11t at .present 
I arµ not)n a, positi<?n to deci(ie mor~ defi~itely, in favour of any "~~e 

, of_ the theories'. ··-~s tq.Jp_u-t'u and .ch'eng~li, there. ~s _no d<:rqbt that they 
are Hsiung-n11 words, as is expressly st.ated: in }he Iicin-sl~u,·_,and as -to 
shar,;"'.yu,. although there is no p~rtic11lar reference ~to tha~, it is clearly 
assumed th~r.e that it is also a Hsl1:1-ng"'.1~1;1: word, the omission of refer
ence being p:robab~y_ ~1w, .to smne. :rh..etorical 'reason.. Then_- proceedi~g 
on the assumption .that· .it· is also a Hsiupg'."rm word, as is implied in ' ' ' . ·, . ' . . .. . . .. . . . .- ·.· ·. , 

th_e Han'."shu, I _made a search for_.~ similar expressio_n _in the lang;uages _ 
of. the Northern races, but ~ithout. any satisfactory r~su}ts. A. careful 
perusal of the Han-shu text_,_- however, :reveeJed .that although it was 
used . by the Hsiung~nu people,,• the ~~pression was a Chinese phrase, for · 
t_he lfan-shu, te:x:t, commenting on the title of shan-cyu, tri\'s toexplain 
it by refere~1.ce to the ~ord 'l/l.:ff/.$,' meaning thereby the,.stateof 
boundless immensity of ._heaven-.-a clear indication that .the. phrase 

• ' • .. ' ·~ i 

. ' Ji- :ff/.$ ' is a -Chinese., expression.:. This, view is. supported by the Kang-
I) Also cf. A. OASTRE~, Grun_dzuge eine1· tungusischen Bpra,chlehre; p.126: Kind= 

futto, hutto, utgu; p. 132:. Sohn=xuttd. .J',,, . ' . . • ; ' . 
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h$i-tzurtie;n, when, W states t:l+tJ;t ::;_accqr~ing, to the' Sh1.io~wen; wt 3t~· LJi'! 
,means., gref.l,t or i1nrrien~se, ,ai1~ S.:◊gor~lirtg, to.the. Chi::.yun ~ M, t ::f '; .repre~ 
sep.ts the~ state o:f illln;iensity.,,",,As:.•:.::f is composed ofthese:t-wd words; 
tlie . .fla11,:shv,'s. qon;:iment .. qn Jh~. _term./ must be tegar"de_d _ as,; oo:rrec.t: 
A gain T had some lingering uneasiness removed when I really: met with 
the p?,rticy.lar 'use of, th~\JV:ord:_ih' t~e ,Kctri-ch'uan:.Ju by YANG HstUNG. 
~n- the, :pa:rt of.-lua:qA'•~.f1 :~4.A'iTI,.• the· Eulogy:.reads ;, 

• 

0

'' * k 00 Ji:.~~ X,. -~ ~ fi1 ~/ •(mJ)~(~)t§: %." 
. ··The·. translation, nqt e;x:a_ct1y ·word fo:J;" worcl, will read somethiiig . . :',,- . ., 

Jike : this ~•- :~' 'r1::t.e . g:r:?,nd 14ound, ··· towe_ring ·. high,•. :fina_lly:· disi;t:ppears in · 
tµe sk,:y. :An in.~lined pa~hway, for climbi:nK, a11d desc~ndin,g:, rµ:ns· 
pet)Yee.n, th;e J1eaven an~: the earth.:. A grand, dor.ne.-like mo1.1nd ! !' • 

., ... We ,are ·told i1r the notes -_to t];ie: ~bov~. passage;tha:t accord}ng to 
O~AN,G .HsrEN' ~lt~,.-'-~ ~:' ,means up and -down, '#,i1 Mfi.' ·means'.incHned 
pa~sage ·or p~th:way, and '¥ ~ ffi' repres~nts. the stat~ of being roriri;d-ap,c;l 
bjg, and according to Lr.SHAN 3lfi ~' ¥ repres€)11ts the state of bigness anq. 
~ ffi describes: the state of roundness. Th~ Mter ~. h,as tw-o prmmnci,. 
ati9,ns, tan and shan, :::tnd when it is used JnJhe · sense or being greatt it 
isJ)ronounced slian. -~.t shows that thi~ • is pr~1;10unced iri the_· sa1µe way 
as,shan.~. when Wang Ma~g :£~ of Han changed, thol,lgh arbitrarily, 
·:tM-Hsiung~:j:rn title from ]i[ -=f tq- -~:f.· No ex~wples of· r used.i11 the 

. sense indicateci here have yet b_een met .with· by the author, but this 
·ps,:rticular ,use m,ay" l)e inferred. fr~m. other sources. For i1rntan,ce, the 
Chien-tzu-wen -=f-·$ 3t has ·the pa~sage, ' :R :Lift -:k Jli(, $ Fff ~ JiE.'. -$,iiJ mean,s · 
all the _ things _ ()f . the universe, and ~--sm represents the st8:te of. being 
imm,.ens~. . _yet how can the meaning , of all the thing~· of the universe 
be derived from the word$ 'iii? The Kang-hsi-t~,u-tien_ says, "according 

. to the YiL-pien; *: means bearings, that is, the,. four-· bea:rings · and up 
_and dovYn; according to the Shih-tzu ? -r, heave~1_ and earth_and the 
.four ;-bearings are called $." The Huaf,nan-tzi'1, also says that past, 
present, and future are called iif and the' f9ur quarters, ~nd·_heaven and 
earth are called *1

). Accordingly * means heaven a~1d earth and ,th~ 

1) Huai-rian-tzu, Ohi-su-pien ifti¥Ff'j!if1*~- . 
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four quarters and 'their imme11sity; . As far as r in the word .jji :f re.c 
presents the state of beihg immense, ·and .'$ of $ 'fH expresses the same 
state of things, then there is no difference in the trieanirrgs of the two 

letters, except the di:ffe:tnce in form due to the absence and presence of 

the three sttbkes n. 

With the 1rteaning of shan-yu ]II ':f clarified; we proceed to the 

next question; what was the original meaning of iitiang-ti ~ w? It is 

a well-known fact that Shih;..huahg-ti of Ch'in assumed the title of 

Huang .. ti regarding hintself a.s superior to the San Hua11g -;:= ~ (Three 

Emperors) and the Wu T1 Ji 1if (Five Rulers), in the merits and in deeds, 

taking huang ~ and ti ~ from the two appelations, but no sufficient 

exposition of the original meaning of the title ha:s yet been given. 

We are told in the Kang:..hsi-tzu-tien that according to the Shuo-wi3n 

~ means greatness ; according to the Commentary orz. the Pr·ej ace ·of the 

Bhu~ching flu W J=t ib!E, ~ is thehatne for beauty and grandeur, and he who 

calls hitriselr ~ assumes 'that he is greater than 1if; and again according 

to the FenfF-su-t'ung l\. ft!~, the virtues of the Three Emperors wer~ as 
great and itrunense as Heaven, and were called Hnang. Huang ·~ means 

centre, and kuang 71:; (light) or hung iJ& (width)." According ·to these 

interpretations; it is clear that the letter ~ has somthing' to do with 

heaven, describing its vast immensity, but it rernains to be decided if 

the greatness or immensity described by the word i'efers to the moral 

order or to the external relationship. The Feng-su-t'ung above quoted 

treats it as belonging to the moral order, but if we take into consideration 

the fact of folk-psychology thfl;t in the primitive undeveloped state, the 

primitive mfod just wonders at the infinite hnmensity of heaven, respect

ing br worshipping it, it is clearly the greatness or immensity of the 

external order, that ;is, the vast expanse of heaven, that becomes the 

object of 'thought at this stage in the develop1hent of intelligence. When 

human Intelligence is Itdvabced enough and heaven comes to be worship., 

ped as God •similar to trian, he will come to look upon heaven as the 

expression of the moral greatness. The Fei,,rfs·ul"t'ung above quoted looks 

upon ~ from this angle, and not in its original external aspect · of the 

meaning of~, regarding it in the external form of greatness. 
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In the sense above indicated-; ~ of the £ 1ff may correspond tb 

either ]II or ':f of the ]II -:f, but what is ineant by ·1if of the ~ ·*? · TJie 

1Cang-hsi-tzu'"Uen tells us : " According to the 'Shuo.;.wen, ~ mearuil ·.mW. 

o'r to tiscertain the facts, and is the title of the ohe who rules the 
country ; according to the Pd-hu/-t'·ung S re ~, he is called ;:;f¥, whose 

virtues agree with Heaven; according to the Oornmentary of the Shu ... 
cliing 1ir is another na:me of Heaven. ·1if is Ji or being well-versed 

or well-informed, the state of mind in which Heaven forgets itself in 
ecsta:cy in the identity of self and otherness : and the ways of the Fiye 

Emperors ·consisted in this, and they were also ·:¥ IDf ot omniscient, 

hence they were called 1ir. Agair1 according to the Shih~chi--cheng-i, 
he whose virtues are modelled after Heaven and Earth is called 1ir 
and x 1ir is Hea:ven. ,; According to these con:iments, 1i¥ was originally 

an eulogistic appellation of Heaven, which · was so called because 

Heaven ascerta1ns an.d judges evety~hing in ari impartial 1ii.anner~ Ac

cording to the small ch1M1,n -~ style of writing, ti is written thus Wt, 
and. is believed to have teptesehted a man with a loose gown a:nd some 

otnan::rental head-dress or head~piece, so that about the time when this 

letter was created, it tnay be inferred the· Chinese had already advanced 

so far as not to regard Heaven any longer simply· as a vast expanse of 

sky in the natural form, but as God having his seat upon earth :arid 

personified in human form. · This explanation bf the idea of 1i¥ as God, 

however, is based upon the 'idea of the age when it was being prono-

1.i'nced ti, but does not apply to the original idea of 'the word 11¥. As I 
have already pointed out above, it ro.ust be rernembered that before they 

came 'to regard Heaven as God. in persol':1ified form, the Chinese had 

worshipped. Heaven in 'the natural form of the blue expanse of sky ·as 
God. Therefore, the original m(jahing of the word that was pronounced 

ti must be decided uptm by having recourse to the ideas of the age 

When it was being so pfohouhced. Judging from the . fact that 1h the 

Chinese language * is pronounced fai, dai, and t;i1 1s pronounced ti, 
ta,,i, or ilai, * is b~iieved originally to have represented, like £, in tJie 

eulogistic:· manner, the imimmsity ahd grandeur of heaven, There may 

be some who are sceptical of my view on the subject, because of some 
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differences,. in t~~ pro;nunciatio~s ot tJ;.rn tw.o ·W;orcls-: as . W is pfonounced 

·',ti' i1i .tb.~: prese·nt 1\1:ar(darin language,;' ta,~/ in the :Ca:qtonese dialec~ 

(whic4 is belteved .. stiJl t9. keep the. old_ pror.unciation pr,.e~~r';~cl.J,, EL:p,q 
,tiei .arid diei·in the T'ang Period; while ::leis p;rormunced tai at pres.ent,. 

tai 'in 'the ·oa;ntonese,. ~n9- dai in 1the:. T,'a1::1,g P;eri.od, If we t,ake it1to 

~ocd:unt;. how~ver,. th(;):.faot that !Ek, the pronunciatio~ cif .which j~ ind;i~ 

cated •·by *, is .pronotu;iced ti a,t. preseht; tai in the Cantonese diale~t 

and did in the T'ang Period,1) we may be ju?.tified tn,· believi:ng 'that 

the two letters fir a:nd * :might . have been prono\lnced in the same 

-yr;ay ',lll !}nCient t~mes. • 

It.the. abpy~ , reasoning· is correct7 · the · .. ,appelation. of shan-yu by 

'1;htch the. Hsiung-nu called their emperor, is really a Chinese word, 

'.having_ entirely thf} sarp,e rnea:niilg as.huang-ti. Before}he time Q~:~hih,. 

huang-tiof' Ch'in, the highest t,itle by which -~ ruler could be called, 
·, ' .. 

.was w.ang ± and its use was limited tq the Chou family, as long as 
' ' 

tp.e ,dyn.asty· w.as power~t11 and could control the· princ<3s of _the cou.ntry 

.u,:i;1derits sway.· Witp, the decline of the Chou dynasty, ·howeyer,. every 

o:r:ie of; the prince~· of the co-i;mtry assumed the title ofWang, and became 

:rulerofhis independent state; henoe.tlie tit~e of wanfJ lost much ofit~ 

yalue. :Having overthrown the Six Kingdoms, and unified the country. 
,• ' '1 . ' . .• • ., 

11nder his rule, Shih;.huang-ti tho~ght it n~cessary for the ruler to 

,¥tssume a·new title, because the form.er titl_e of_ wang was no longer worthy 

t9- represent the dignity -and· the po~ition he had won. He thus d~cided 

up9µ th,e supreme title of huang-ti, deriving it as a, com,pound _f,;rom the 

-app~llations of Three- Huang and Five· 'J1i,_ these having been respected 

as sages_ or. worshipped· as gods. As to the Hsiung-nu: title of •. shan:yu, 

which.: is believed t~ have been assumed by the Hsiung~nu rulers in 

imitation of the Chinese title. of huang-ti, the ·first Hsiupg-nu ruler ,tha~ 

assuµi~d the_ title must belong to the. period later than 221 RO. whe~ 
•••• ,· j • • '1,, 

Shih-h~ang-ti of Ch'in took the title of HuangAi. The·Shih-chi2? give1;1 
. . "' . . . •, , ' : 

th.e impression that T'ou-mai+ ~ ~ was the. first Hsiung~nu ruler. to 
•:· ,, . ·: .... . . . ' 

.~,s$U?J:e}he.titl~. of Shan-yu, for ·it states tha,t the ruler who w~s on th~ 

· 1) · I{ARi:GR~N, ··A,.nalytic Dicitiqnary of Chineie,_;pp. 275; 284, 
2) .,_ ~hf~·c?ii\ Chap~. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan. . , . 



Hsiung'."nu throne in the days of Shih-huang-ti was T'ou-man Shan-yii. 

During the reign of T'ou-man, however, Hsiung-nu was still only a 

small insignificant nation in the Northern desert, and especially having 

been defeated by the famous C'hin general Meng T'ien, was in a hu~ 

miliated condition, so that it is almost inconceivable that the ruler 

should have assumed such an arrogant title as Shan-yu. In t~e reign 

of his son, Mao-tun Shan-yu, however, he-subjugated the Tung-hu JR i!i"Jl 

in the east, defeated the Yi.i.eh-shih F.! ~ in the west, and in a remarkably 

short time brought the whole hostile tribes of the Mongolian desert under 

his rule and founded the Hsiung-nu Empire. This inference is borne 

out by a note in the Shih-chi1
), which says : " According . to . Hsu lCrno 

1il~, Ohh1 ii Shan-yii ffi 51'5 ¥ r is sometimes called the Second Shan

yu, and the succeeding rulers are called by the succeeding number of 

their generation." KuwABARA2
) is right when in commenting upon the 

note, he stated that in the Hsiung-nu dynasty Mao:-tun Shan-yii is som

times called the First Shari-yu and Lao-shang-Chi-yii Shan-yff 5f5 J: ffi 
5¥5 ¥ -f- Chi-yu the Second Shan-yu, Oh-µn-chen Shan:.yu -~ f,'i ¥ r 011.un

chen the Third Shah-yu and so on. If Mao:.tun was the first Hsiung'."n11 

rule~ to assume the title of Shan-yu, the statement in the Shih-clii treating 

his father as ' T'ou-111.ari Shan,. yii' must be viewed as. a remark added 

by some h.ter writer. If the assumption of the title of Bhan-yu by 

Mao-tun was in imitation of Shih.:huang-ti, who took up ~he title of 

Huang-ti, then there is reason enough to believe that the Hsiang-nu 

emperor called himself the First Shan-yu, and- the succeeding rulers the 

Second, Third etc., just as the Chinese Emperor called himself the Shih'." 

huang-ti or the First Emperor and the succeeding· emperors w~re called 

the Second, Third, and· so on. In as much as the Hsiung-nu adopted 

Chinese cultures so freely into their own, there is no wonder that in 

his ceremony of Heaven-worship, Hsiu-t'u Wang should have made use 

of the metal statues which he manufactured after the model of those 

of Shih-huang-ti of Ch'in. (End.) 

1) Sh-ih-chi, Chap. 110, Hsiung-nu-chuan, Note. 
2) KuwABARA, Choken-no-Ensei ~fEv~fjf or the Expedition of Chang Chien, pp. 

101-2, Note 22. 




